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ABSTRACT
Children without a listening and guiding companion miss opportunities to build
upon their connection with God and others. Historically, from a western Protestant
viewpoint, Christians have struggled to understand or acknowledge, much less
encourage, the reciprocal nature of a child’s life with God. Supporting the reciprocal
nature of a child’s life with God includes acknowledging their full humanity by
embracing childhood as a fully human state and therefore their need for a whole person
spiritual formation. The institution of Sunday School, Godly Play, and the Children’s
Spirituality Movement have each helped us to understand, acknowledge and encourage a
child’s life with God. Practicing spiritual direction with children is the next natural step
in our historical progression toward accepting children as full participants in a life with
God. Spiritual direction with children requires two ideologies: childhood as fully
functioning way of being and whole person engagement as a way of formation. Jesus
proclaimed that children are participants in a life with God; therefore children need a
listening companion who can help them to recognize and respond to the movement of
God in their lives. I propose that adults who are trained specifically in spiritual direction
with children will be equipped to companion children, helping them to recognize the
movement of God and to respond to that movement creating an ever deepening friendship
with God. The Artifact is a training course for children’s spiritual directors.
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SECTION 1: THE PROBLEM
Introduction: Christopher and Jesus’ Reality
“Reality [is] what you run into when you are wrong.” Dallas Willard1
Armed with a Master’s Degree in Education and accolades for leading
educational workshops for the New York State Teacher’s Union, I had no reason to
question my firmly held knowledge on the growth and development of children. In my
very young mind and heart I thought I knew all there was to know about childhood.
Reality, a gift of grace, came knocking when Christopher walked into my fourth grade
classroom.2 It was only week two of the school year and he had already been shuffled
from classroom to classroom, as well as suspended from school altogether. I was the third
and last fourth-grade teacher to welcome him into her classroom. One more incident and
he would have to go to the alternative school for children with behavioral disorders. He
was a smart kid using whatever power he possessed for his survival. In my classroom the
situation was no different. Within the first week, he jumped out of the second story
window and shimmied down the fire escape to avoid a math test. Strangely enough the
break for both Christopher and me came when he was suspended from the cafeteria. His
disruptive behavior had become an overwhelming obstacle for getting lunch served to
eight hundred children. The lunch staff had no choice but to ban him from the cafeteria.
I had run into reality. I had no more knowledge to draw upon and the system had
run out of beneficial options. In the beginning it was simply a matter of location.
1

Dallas Willard, “Willard Words,” Dallas Willard Resources, 2002, accessed February 9, 2016,
http://www.dwillard.org/resources/willardwords.asp.
2

The names of the children and the details of their stories have been changed throughout this work
to honor their privacy.

1

2
Christopher could not be in the cafeteria, so he ate lunch with me in our classroom. As
lunch was my only break of the day, I had no desire to teach him, or lecture him, or even
change him. Over the course of our seven months of lunches, however, I began to
become curious. Christopher talked all through our lunches. He would recount bits of his
days or tell me stories about his family. Sometimes he would reflect on the deeper things
in his life, like how he felt about his mother leaving, why he thought death was so scary,
and the unbelievable kindness of our Vice Principal, Mr. Bell. I began to wonder what
was going on inside of Christopher. Christopher had astonishing hope in the future and in
the goodness of people, he possessed a mystery that I could not define or control. As a
Christ Follower I wondered in what ways God was reaching for Christopher in all the
mess. To preserve the public school separation of religious talk from academics, I began
to ask Christopher about goodness rather than about God. What did goodness look like to
him? When did something good happen to him? What was it like to experience
goodness? At the time I knew little about the three great transcendental ideas: goodness,
truth, and beauty. However, I knew that God was good and where goodness was, God
was there too.
Inspired by my curious inquiry, Christopher opened up his inner world to me.
There was more to Christopher than what was presented in his behavior, more going on
in him than the school counselors could deduce. During our lunches I gave him no
lectures, I taught him nothing. In fact I spoke very little besides asking a few questions.
Christopher made it through the fourth grade and even the fifth. He went off to middle
school, but sometimes he would return to my classroom and hang around after
class longing to be listened to.

3
Christopher was the reality I needed to run into. My experience with Christopher
changed the way I saw and heard children. It even changed the way I experienced God.
Christopher opened the door for me to reconcile what Jesus taught about reality with both
the education I had received and my adult-centered notions. Christopher helped me to see
and experience children as Jesus did. He opened me to a new reality, the same reality
heard in Jesus’ invitation to children.
People were bringing little children to him in order that he might touch them; and
the disciples spoke sternly to them. But when Jesus saw this, he was indignant and
said to them, ‘Let the little children come to me; do not stop them; for it is to such
as these that the kingdom of God belongs. Truly I tell you, whoever does not
receive the kingdom of God as a little child will never enter it.’ And he took them
up in his arms, laid his hands on them, and blessed them.3
At a superficial level this passage creates warm and fuzzy feelings for us
moderns, but to those within the culture of Jesus’ day, who took his words to heart, this
sentiment was jarring and disturbing.4 Christians have struggled to comprehend how the
kingdom of God, as a gift for the chosen, belonged to children, who were thought to be at
the bottom of the sociocultural barrel.5 Jesus increased the dissonance by further stating
that children were ahead of their adult counterparts in accessing the kingdom of God.6
Clearly he located children inside the kingdom of God.

3

Mk. 10:13-16 (NRSV).

4

Roy B. Zuck, Precious in His Sight: Childhood and Children in the Bible (Grand Rapids, MI:
Baker Books, 1996), 201.
5

Judith M. Gundry-Volf, “The Least and the Greatest: Children in the New Testament,” in The
Child in Christian Thought, ed. Marcia J. Bunge (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2001), 38-39.
6

Mt. 21:14.

4
Jesus’ stance on children was not only radical for his day; it is radical for ours.7
Christianity has had a conflicted history with childhood and therefore a conflicted history
with this passage. Historically, from a western Protestant viewpoint, Christians have
often failed to understand or acknowledge, much less encourage, the reciprocal nature of
a child’s life with God.8 In these three verses Jesus demonstrates that children are full
participants in the kingdom of God. He acknowledged their personhood and encouraged
their spiritual formation. History’s misunderstandings influence what adults think about
children and their relationship with God and how adults guide them today. They are not
congruent with the way Jesus spoke about children.
In this section I will look at the progression of our theology on childhood and
whole person formation as they pertain to children’s spiritual formation. Jesus invites
children into a formational life with God and puts them into the realm of God’s kingdom;
therefore, my argument is that the practice of spiritual direction with children can open
the space for children to connect with Jesus. Spiritual direction is a method that assists
our historical progression toward acknowledging children as full participants in the
kingdom of God. Spiritual direction with children requires two ideologies: childhood as a
fully functioning way of being and whole person engagement as the way of formation.9

7

Marcia J. Bunge, “Introduction,” in The Child in Christian Thought, ed. Marcia J. Bunge (Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2001), 11.
8

An underdeveloped theology of the relationship between childhood and whole person formation
has been a major obstacle to the lived reality of a life with God.
9

The phrases childhood as a fully functioning way of being and whole person engagement as a
way of formation are my phrases. I will use them throughout this work as markers for missing elements in
spiritual formation with children.
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Childhood as a Fully Functioning Way of Being
First century Palestinian culture was not poised to receive Jesus’ words of
encouragement and invitation to children in Mark 10. Jesus not only included children in
the kingdom of God, but he also made childhood a state toward which one should aspire.
Childhood became the entryway into kingdom life even for adults.10 Jesus’ radical idea of
children was counter intuitive for the people of his day.11 In the New Testament GrecoRoman culture children were loved and valued, not for who they were as children, but as
necessary for carrying on the family name and lineage.12 It was incumbent upon the
paterfamilias to produce more and excellent Roman citizens for the state. Rome relied
upon the paterfamilias to control and manage his household. Childhood, itself, however,
was seen as something that lowered the status of a person, a state to be sloughed off as
quickly as possible. Children lacked the ability to reason, which in the Roman frame of
mind meant they were less than human. This meant they could not be counted as Roman
citizens.13
The Roman practice of infanticide demonstrates the non-human status of children.
When a child was eight days old he or she was laid on the threshold of the entrance to the
house, if the father picked up the child, the child was included in the household. If the

10

Gundry-Volf, 38-40.

11

Cornelia B. Horn and John W. Martens, Let the Little Children Come to Me: Childhood and
Children in Early Christianity, (Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 2009), 252.
12

Gundry-Volf, 31; O.M. Bakke, When Children Became People: The Birth of Childhood in Early
Christianity (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2005), 374, Kindle.
13

Gundry-Volf, 32.
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father stepped over the child, the child was left to die of exposure.14 Mourning over these
children or any child who had died was frowned upon. The kind of mourning that was
due an adult was not due a child unless the child had reached the age of ten.15 Children
were not considered fully human until they reached the state of logos. W. A. Strange,
parish priest and administrator at Trinity College Carmarthen, described the word logos
as “having the double meaning of ‘word’ or ‘speech’ and ‘reason’”; and further that
because a child could not speak, the child was lacking in this essential characteristic for
full humanity.16 For Roman citizens, children were valued for what they could become
rather than for what they currently were. To the modern mind this may seem harsh and
cruel, but in their defense the high mortality rate of children due to disease, unsanitary
conditions, and even starvation had an effect on when or if emotional bonding could take
place.
Jewish people living under Roman rule saw children somewhat differently.
Children were part of God’s covenant agreement with Israel, therefore they held a place
in society from their birth.17 W.A. Strange writes “children and their education were of
value and importance.”18 Education had the explicit purpose of moving children through
childhood and into adulthood. Like their Roman counterparts, the Jewish people did not
see childhood as a state to be honored or lived into. Children were seen as “ignorant,
14

Cornelia B. Horn and John W. Martens, Let the Little Children Come to Me: Childhood and
Children in Early Christianity, (Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 2009), 18.
15

Beryl Rawson, “Death, Burial, and Commemoration of Children in Roman Italy,” in Early
Christian Families in Context An Interdisciplinary Dialogue, ed. David L. Balch (Grand Rapids: MI:
Eerdmans, 2003), 281.
16

W.A. Strange, Children in the Early Church: Children in the Ancient World, the New Testament
and the Early Church, (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2004), 8.
17

Gundry-Volf, 35.

18

Strange, 12.
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capricious, and in need of strict discipline.”19 Home instruction was part of the Jewish
culture and formation through discipline was the responsibility of the parent.20 The
Jewish historian, Josephus summarized their point of view, “Above all we pride ourselves
on the education of our children, and regard as the most essential task in life the
observance of our laws and the of the pious practices based thereon.”21 Children were
considered inside of Jewish society despite their lack of reason, however childhood was
not honored as a way of being, but an unfortunate stop along the way to adulthood.
As Christianity began to take on a culture of its own it developed a third way of
seeing children that combined both the Jewish and Greco-Roman understanding. The
Greco-Roman high view of reason became entangled with the Jewish understanding of
sin and holiness, worth and value. For two thousand years, this entanglement would shift
and sway as Christians struggled to acknowledge and embrace Jesus’ proclamation of a
child’s location and worth in the kingdom of God. Each shift influenced how children
were seen and experienced, how children were encouraged and formed.
The debate over personhood often centered on Genesis 1:26-27.
Then God said, ‘Let us make humankind in our image, according to our likeness;
and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the air,
and over the cattle, and over all the wild animals of the earth, and over every
creeping thing that creeps upon the earth.’
So God created humankind in his image, in the image of God he created them;
male and female he created them.
The early church father, Irenaeus wrote on the Imago Dei in children but he was not
always consistent in his definitions. He separated the Imago Dei into image and likeness
19

Gundry-Volf, 35.

20

Prov. 22:6, 15.

21

Bakke, 2643, Kindle.

8
based on his reading of Genesis 1:26-27. While the image could never be snuffed out the
likeness must be developed.22 Being created in the likeness of God meant that children
had every potential for good in the universe, but that potential had to be lived into.23
Reason and will were the main components of the image. Today reason is understood in
terms of cognitive function and the intellectual capability to measure and weigh logical
conclusions. Irenaeus though thought in terms of reason as a “subconscious sense of the
world’s realities,” and therefore “all of us, by virtue of being human, have access to the
reality of God.” 24 Essentially at their most basic state, human beings are fully human,
and in their full humanity they have access to God. In her chapter titled “Irenaeus’ Stages
of Faith,” Jennifer Haddad Mosher points out that to Irenaeus belief is a non-rational
knowledge of God. Belief is what is real, and further it is the building block of all
knowledge, and “it is the real of the child, both literally and figuratively.”25
Clement of Alexandria built on Irenaeus’ discussion of the Imago Dei, but shifted
the definition of reason more toward “sin and proper conduct.” 26 It is a significant shift in
that children who naturally lacked outward cognition required for proper conduct and
logic began to fall outside of the reach of the new understanding of reason. Falling
outside of reason would eventually lead to falling outside of a full humanity and falling
22

Stanley J. Grenz, The Social God and the Relationship Self: A Trinitarian Theology of the
Imago Dei (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox, 2001), 147-148; Vigen Guroian, “The Ecclesia
Family: John Chrysostom on Parenthood and Children,” in The Child in Christian Thought, ed. (Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2001), 74.
23

Guroian, 66.

24

Jennifer Haddad Mosher, Irenaeus’ Stages of Faith: Childlike Belief and the Divine Pedagogy,
in Understanding Children’s Spirituality: Theology, Research and Practice, ed. Kevin E. Lawson (Eugene,
OR: Cascade Books, 2012), 108, Kindle.
25

Ibid.

26

Grenz, 150.
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outside of God’s reach. Church father John Chrysostom also preached that children were
born in the image and likeness of God. The early church fathers taught that a child was
without passions, i.e. sin, from birth, but that sin was developed later in life as reason
developed.27
Chrysostom believed formation to be a synergy of free will and grace —image
and likeness. He was also aware of developmental ages in that what he prescribed for the
youngest children was different from what he prescribed for older children and even
adults.28 By acknowledging the image and likeness of God in children, and by prescribing
spiritual practices based on age and maturity, Chrysostom heightened the status of
children toward a more full humanity.
Augustine’s doctrine of original sin shifted the attachment of sin to reason and
therefore the ability to encounter God. Original sin was formulated by Augustine and
originated in his reflections on his own childhood. According to Augustine, sin was not
connected to reason or choice, but to the unnatural state of the human being. He
understood that at the Fall in Genesis 3 the image had been irrevocably broken which in
turn affected the likeness in that human beings could not live into the likeness even if
they willed to do so. Original sin was an obstacle to considering all children as fully
human, and therefore as full participants in the kingdom of God. Reflecting on his own
infancy and cries to be fed, Augustine concluded that he had sinned, “For in thy sight
there is none free from sin, not even the infant who lived but a day upon this earth.”29

27

Bakke, 106, Kindle.

28

Guroian, 75.

29

St. Augustine, The Confessions of St. Augustine (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 2002), 7.
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The discussion on original sin became an important topic because of the pressure
to solidify the church’s position on childhood baptism.30 The debate began with the
discussion of the eternal destiny of the children murdered during the massacre of Holy
Innocents found in Matthew chapter two.31 It was the topic of many sermons, and
Augustine’s early position was that the children were secure with God because they were
martyrs.32 Later he changed his mind stating that original sin contaminated each human.
Augustine’s solution to the damnation of infants was infant baptism. Infant baptism
would wipe clean the stain of Adam’s original sin.
Origen and Cyprian both wrote about baptizing children for the remission of
sins.33 To Pelagius, a British born theologian with a powerful view of image and an open
view of likeness, sin resulted as habit, “which adhered to the soul like corroding rust, but
could be scraped off.”34 Augustine did not agree. He taught that children were already
saddled with sin, that the sin of Adam was transferred to every human child. The image
was broken and without baptism likeness was not possible. Augustine saw the Pelagian
point of view as an affront to the grace of God that Augustine had to correct. In response,
Pelagius declared that Augustine’s position “jeopardizes human freedom and God’s
justice.”35 Augustine argued that there are two natures. The created nature was image as

30

Horn and Martens, 284.

31

Mt. 2:13-23.

32

Martha Ellen Stortz, “Where or When Was your Servant Innocent?” in The Child in Christian
Thought, ed. Marcia J. Bunge (Grand Rapid, MI: Eerdmans, 2001), 78.
33

Horn and Martens, 278.

34

Stortz, 91.

35

Bakke, 1520, Kindle.
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Irenaeus understood it. The second was the fallen nature, which happened at the Fall. For
Augustine only the fallen nature remained in human beings.36
In his writings, Thomas Aquinas wrestled with the eternal condemnation of
children. He did not want to sacrifice Augustine’s doctrine of original sin, but mercy
seemed to be missing from a God who would eternally damn children based on the sin
inherited from another.37 Seeking a compromise, Aquinas suggested that children who
died before they were baptized were sent into limbo, a temporary state between salvation
and damnation.38 According to Aquinas, baptism eliminated original sin in the life of the
child and opened the child up to virtue. Accrued sin was managed through direct
teaching, which coupled with the development of reason, produced virtue and devotion.39
“Wherefore, in children who have been baptized but have not come to the use of reason,
there is prudence as to habit but not as to act, even as in idiots; whereas in those who
have come to the use of reason, it is also to act, with regard to things necessary for
salvation.”40 The capacity for reason was the way to measure maturity; children who
could not reason were on the same level as animals.41

36

Stortz, 89-90.

37

Cristina L.H. Traina, “A Person in the Making: Thomas Aquinas on Children and Childhood,”
in The Child in Christian Thought, ed. Marcia J. Bunge (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2001), 105.
38

Bunge, 16.

39

Traina, 110.

40

Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, II-II.47.14.3, accessed January 15, 2015,
http://www.newadvent.org/summa/3047.htm#article14.
41

Traina, 126.
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Aquinas also believed children’s spirituality to be separate from the spirituality of
their parents.42 This autonomy gave a value to childhood that was not yet embraced. A
child’s spirituality, like their humanity was their own, not dependent upon their parents.
Essentially children were partly persons, too, with the ability to engage reason and
receive grace.
The doctrine of original sin had the added effect of reducing children to a set of
behaviors needing to be managed. If image was broken and children at their conception
were separate from God and further likeness rendered children incapable of good “even
the good that they might will to do,” parents alone shouldered the heavy burden of the
formation of their children. It was the responsibility of parents and teachers to drive the
sin out of them.43 As adults became “sin management specialists,” spiritual formation
took on the form of behavior modification.44
The search for morals and discipline defined humanity in the sixteenth century.
Luther believed the grace of God covered the broken image in children, so if they died
their eternal destiny was with God. Grace covered the broken image, but children could
not cooperate with God in likeness until a rational decision for Christ was made.45 The
meaning of baptism was “that the old Adam in us should, by daily contrition and

42

Traina, 132.

43

Gundry-Volf, 90.

44

The term “spiritual formation” will be discussed in greater detail in Section 3.

45

Jane E. Strohl, “The Child in Luther’s Theology: ‘For What Purpose Do We Older Folks Exist,
Other Than to Care for… the Young?’” in The Child in Christian Thought, ed. Marcia J. Bunge (Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2001), 141-142.

13
repentance, be drowned and die with all sins and evil lusts….”46 Habitual patterns of sin
that characterized the broken image and were rooted in the heart of the child were trained
out of the child by parents through behavior modification and by the church through
catechism.47 Luther’s theology found in The Small Catechism was focused on what
children could become and not what they currently were. Being born human did not make
a person a human being; children were “creatures in search of humanity.”48
Calvin’s theological approach to the spiritual status of children did not lean
heavily on the rhetoric of original sin. While those who came after him emphasized the
depravity of all children, he viewed very young children as “mature proclaimers of God’s
goodness.”49 For Calvin, God chose the elect from their birth and those children could
proclaim the glory of God without barriers. Calvin’s doctrine of predestination loosened
the grip of original sin, baptized or not, saved infants were already full members and
participants in God’s covenant family. Baptism was for the remission of sin already
forgiven in the elect.50 As Calvin held such a high view of familial influence, children
whose parents were considered elect, were also considered elect. This freed those
children to participate in the confession of their faith and worship. Still Calvin taught that
children contained the “seed of sin” within them and as they grew in intellectual capacity

46

Martin Luther, The Small Catechism, accessed January 12, 2015,
http://www.blc.edu/comm/gargy/gargy1/elscatechism.htm.
47

Strohl, 149.

48

Ibid.

49

Barbara Pitkin, “The Heritage of the Lord”: Children in the Theology of John Calvin,” in The
Child in Christian Thought, ed. Marcia J. Bunge (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2001), 166.
50

Pitkin, 164.

14
that seed grew.51 Catechisms were important as guides to managing the growing sin
problem. Calvin’s catechisms were so important that the responsibility for teaching them
was given to both the fathers and to the ministers.52
Calvin thought of the Imago Dei as a mirror reflecting the divine glory in all of
creation.53 The image was not part of the person instead it was a function of the elect who
were growing in glory mirroring God. As such very young children who had not yet
grown in their faith or in their sin could more clearly reflect the glory of God. Stanford
professor of the history and future of Christianity, Barbara Pitkin concluded that even
though elected children were included in Christian life and rituals, childhood was
something to be grown out of and therefore children were still considered “not quite fully
human.”54
Menno Simons, Anabaptist leader and founder of the Mennonites, did not
acknowledge faith or original sin.55 Children, Simons believed, did not inherit original sin
and were not yet capable of faith. Instead all children were held by God’s grace until they
reached the “years of discretion.”56 At that point in their development they would either
choose baptism and the way of Christ, or not choose baptism and be damned.

51

Ibid.

52

Kevin E. Lawson, “Baptismal Practices and the Spiritual Nurture of Children,” in
Understanding Children’s Spirituality: Theology, Research, and Practice, ed. Kevin E. Lawson (Eugene,
OR: Cascade, 2012), 136.
53

Grenz, 166-167.

54

Pitkin, 191.

55

Keith Graber Miller, “Complex Innocents, Obligatory Nurturance, and Parental Vigilance: ‘The
Child’ in the Work of Menno Simons,” in The Child in Christian Thought, ed. Marcia J. Bunge (Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2001), 194-195.
56

Ibid.
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Proclamation of faith resulting in baptism was not to be made by children unless adults
deemed the children could understand and articulate their faith in a manner that the adults
could understand. Simons, like others before him, clung to reason as the determiner of
God’s presence and faith maturity demonstrated through a satisfactory articulation of
faith.57 Menno’s view, though, eliminating concern over original sin, still focused on
adult perception of the relationship between a child and God, rather than on the
relationship itself.
Renowned Congregationalist preacher Jonathan Edwards claimed that the
presence of faith was a matter of the heart, and was not determined solely by adequately
communicated rationality.58 Edwards understood children to have needs of their own; he
did not believe them to be miniature adults as many Puritans did.59 Edwards’ awareness
of the needs and abilities of children did not translate into a tender approach to their
salvation. Edwards believed that God saw children as “children of wrath”60 just as adults
were. Desiring to see them reborn as “children of grace” Edwards used their fear of hell
to manipulate children into a decision for Christ.61 Ultimately this tactic backfired as
many children who had been converted backslid.62
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Eighteenth century philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s depiction of the
“discovery of childhood” had great influence on thinkers of the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries.63 Rousseau described childhood as a discrete time of psychological
development during which children should be seen and honored for their present state,
and not only for the adults they could become. Infants were understood to participate in
the “pure revelation of the divine.”64 They were to be treated as fellow disciples of Jesus.
Their parents’ role was not to manage their sinful behaviors, but to nurture the good that
was already within them. Following Rousseau, German theologian Friedrich
Schleiermacher valued childhood as its own formation, not to be thrown away in
adulthood, but as an active part of adult spiritual life that remained. He asked the
question, “Must maturity separate us from childhood?”65 Echoing Jesus’ welcome in Mt.
19, Schleiermacher elevated childlikeness as a model of the kingdom saying that trust and
acceptance, essential virtues of the Christian, are more natural to children than adults.66
Congregationalist pastor and scholar, Horace Bushnell born in the early
nineteenth century, wrote one of the first books on the spiritual lives of children.67 In
Christian Nurture he articulated that the life of the child, which included, “school
lessons, the simple task of feeding, bathing, and play” held religious significance.
Childhood was its own formation toward a life with God. His chief aim was to argue “that
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the child is to grow up a Christian, and never know himself as being otherwise.”68 For
Bushnell the child began in the kingdom of God and had every possibility for good. He
believed that sinful behavior was not a “natural necessity.”69 Children were not born with
the seed of sin, but the seed of faith. The role of the parent was not to manage sin or to
teach doctrine, but to “bathe the child in their own feelings of love to God, and
dependence on him.”70
Twentieth-century Roman Catholic theologian Karl Rahner taught that children
were not in need of grace to cover original sin, but were recipients “of the blessedness of
grace and the redemption which overcomes this guilt and tragedy, and which comes both
before and after it.”71 To Rahner, human beings are oriented toward God from their
conception.72 While he would concede that the history of sin influenced children, this
history did not come before original redemption from Christ.73
As if intuiting what had been missing from this debate for fifteen hundred years,
Rahner introduced mystery. He defined, mystagogy as “the idea that learning what faith
means comes from one’s own existence and experience and not merely by indoctrination
from without.”74 In this view, since, children exist and children have experiences,
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children have a theology, a faith that is not a function of adult reasoning or capacity for
intellectual articulation. He would go on to say that God in mystery is revealed in
childhood.75 Following from this, Rahner argued that cultivating mystery was essential to
the spiritual life of the child. Human beings were not to trade in mystery for reason as
they matured, but to bring mystery along to comingle with reason.76 He believed that at
every stage of life a person could have a relationship with God. To Rahner childhood
was, “a beginning which is open to the absolute beginning of God who is utter mystery,
the ineffable and eternal, nameless and precisely as such accepted with love in his divine
nature as he who presides over all things.”77
Early on the doctrine of original sin was detrimental to the spiritual formation of
children as it located children outside of the family of God. The doctrine went against the
teachings of Jesus who located children inside of the kingdom. The practice of infant
baptism was a gallant effort to bring children into the family of God though unfortunately
limited to children whose family or culture afforded them the possibility of infant
baptism. All other unbaptized children were thought to live outside of the kingdom.
Infant baptism, as a practice of welcome, was not a salvation for everyone, but for a
select few.
Under the shadow of these earlier doctrines, the expectation for a life with God
was not given to children until the age of reason, by which point the patterns of life and
relationship had already taken root in their lives. They also did not take into account the
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movement of God occurring in the lives of children before baptism. This meant that the
opportunities given by God to experience God occurred with no invitation to respond and
therefore build on these experiences. Early ideas about childhood did not acknowledge
that Jesus opened the kingdom to children. The evolution of the idea of childhood has
helped to open the space for understanding a child’s life with God as having its own
virtues, practices, experiences and mysteries.
Whole Person Formation
Whole person formation is a way of development that recognizes the thoughts,
feelings, will, body, social context and soul of the child as forming agents. These various
aspects of the person begin to take shape in childhood while also functioning as avenues
through which the person experiences self, others, and God. Jesus is an example of whole
person formation. The New Testament does not provide many details about the childhood
of Jesus. According to the gospel of Luke, Jesus grew in wisdom, stature, and favor with
God and humanity. In his book Precious in His Sight, Roy B. Zuck concludes that Jesus
developed like a normal child. Jesus grew physically, intellectually and morally, and
spiritually.78 Zuck calls attention to the word “grew” which in Greek is proekopten.79
Grew means developed or increased, implying that Jesus was not born fully mature. Like
all children he experienced the state of childhood. Childhood did not lessen his
Incarnation, or render him less than human. This line of thought can also be found in
Irenaeus’ Against Heresies, “For he came to save all through means of Himself—all, I
say who through Him are born again to God—infants, and children, and boys, and
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youths, and old men. He therefore passed through every age, becoming an infant for
infants, thus sanctifying infants; a child for children, thus sanctifying those who are of
this age.”80 Through Luke we are given a glimpse into the childhood of Jesus that is
inclusive of all the aspects of a fully human person.
In Renovation of the Heart, Christian philosopher, Dallas Willard names six
aspects of the human person: thoughts, feelings, will, body, social context, and soul.81
Willard defines thoughts as “all the ways in which we are conscious of things,” and
describes feelings as “a kind of ‘contact,’ a ‘touch,’ that is at once blind and powerful––
in allure as well as in revulsion.”82 Thoughts and feeling are powerfully formational in
childhood. Patterns of thoughts and feeling are formed and reinforced during childhood.
Thoughts and feelings also form the other aspects of the person. Willard illustrates this in
his discussion on the will, “The will is hemmed in by what our thoughts and feelings
actually are at the time of the willing.”83 The child’s God-given agency is exercised in
conjunction with his or her thoughts and feelings. To ignore a child’s thoughts and
feelings is to dishonor his or her person––to dehumanize them. The body, Willard,
surmises is the main tool for exercising the will. Further Willard locates the body “at the
center of the spiritual life.”84 It is particularly true for children as most of their
experiences of themselves, others and God are not centered in the mind, as is the case of
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many adults, but are centered in the body. Lastly the social context speaks of community.
A loving community is at the heart of God and at the heart of all human development. All
of these aspects of the person are included in the growth of Jesus as described by Luke. In
his life all of the aspects of his person served to keep him connected to his Father.
Historically, Christians have sought to understand these aspects by dissecting
them. For example, they have sought to understand the body by isolating it from the other
aspects of the person; they have sought to understand the mind by separating it from the
will. While isolation seems logical for examination the mystery housed in the symbiotic
relationship within the aspects is lost. As Christians were seeking to make sense of the
child’s person they ended up valuing one aspect over another or leaving out aspects
altogether. For example, a focus on a reason as necessary to experience God is to exclude
what they body already knows. This isolation and therefore exclusion of various aspects
rendered an incomplete and misguided understanding of spiritual formation and therefore
the practices that flowed from it.
In review up until the sixteenth century, Christians primarily thought in terms of
the one aspect of the child they could see, behavior. Behavior was viewed as the measure
of value, righteousness, and spirituality. As a result, development of all aspects of the
person was focused on correcting and molding outward behavior. In the fourth century,
John Chrysostom thought primarily in terms of social context and will as forming
behavior. Parents, who constitute the main social context for a child, were seen to be
shaping the child’s spirituality through instilling their own right behavior and properly
governed wills.85
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When we teach our children to be good, to be gentle, to be forgiving (all these
attributes of God), to be generous, to love their fellow men, to regard this present
age as nothing, we instill virtue in their souls, and reveal the image of God within
them. This, then is our task: to education both our children and ourselves in
godliness; otherwise what answer will we have before Christ’s judgment seat? If a
man with unruly children is unworthy to be bishop, how can he be worthy of the
kingdom of heaven? What do you think? If we have an undisciplined wife, or
unruly children, shall we not have to render an account for them? Yes, we shall, if
we cannot offer to God what we own Him because we can’t be save through
individual righteousness.86
Chrysostom believed that children could be formed much like a sculptor forms a statue.87
The will of the parent or sculptor was most important, most active. The child, up until the
age of reason, was considered a passive recipient. Chrysostom used the Trinity and the
analogy of dance or perichoresis to describe the family social context. With the creation
of the child the three become one flesh. This model emphasized the union of the family
members to the detriment of the child’s autonomy.88
Early Protestants also saw the family as the primary formational element.
Lutherans believed that the husband and wife’s work in the home to be the manner by
which they lived out the redemption of their “fallen condition.”89 Parents were the priests
and bishops of the home. During the seventeenth century, the Protestant preoccupation
with morals and discipline helped to shift thought to how thinking controlled or did not
control behavior, or bodies.90 The concern helped to bring attention and focus to
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additional formational aspects of the persons, but kept as its purpose proper Christian
behavior with little to no focus on connection with God. Fifteenth century Dutch
theologian Erasmus summarized the thinking well, “human beings are not born, but
formed.”91 Correct training of the mind and strict discipline of the body were what
formed the child into a human being. Menno Simons included Christian community as
part of the main social context that formed the child into a person. Together family and
Christian community were to provide guidance, boundaries, and Scriptural interpretation
that would lead a child to a voluntary choice for Christ.92 Strict and even harsh discipline
was seen as a formational tool of love.93
Formation of will, mind and body through reason was the primarily
acknowledged aspect of the person focused on for much of the church’s history. While
Chrysostom believed formation to be a synergy of grace and free will, Augustine leaned
more towards grace than will.94 Aquinas followed Augustine and linked the mind, as
reason, to formation leading to salvation. His belief was that there was no good, no
virtue, in human beings outside of reasoned choice.95 For Aquinas imperfection was tied
to the inability to reason.
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries a seismic shift in the theology of
the spiritual status of children occurred. The presence or absence of reason or free will
ceased to be considered the primary formational element in the life of a child. Instead, a
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child’s environment and social context were seen as the enablers of sin or virtue.
Children began to be seen as full persons having body, spirit, will, emotions, and social
context, just as adults did. Christians began to understand the aspects of the person as
both forming and formational.
Lutheran pastor and University of Halle professor, A.H. Francke moved the
debate toward a view of children as “individuals with open futures.”96 He was one of the
first to draw attention to the hidden aspect, the spirit and soul. He saw formation as
loving care of soul and spirit, which for him looked like creating space for the Holy Spirit
to work. He called formation a “workshop of the Holy Spirit” and advocated for attention
to will and understanding.97 Unfortunately for Francke, care of the will meant that the
will needed to be broken.98 Even in stating the need to break the will, Francke encouraged
an emphasis on God’s promises, goodness and his gifts to children.99 It would take a few
more centuries for Christians to understand the difference between breaking the will and
molding it. “Breaking” the will challenges the autonomy of the self, destroying without
building up, but does not require the cooperation of the child. “Molding” the will with the
cooperation of the person whose will it is honors autonomy and ultimately the humanity
of the child.
The African American community of the late nineteenth century had much to
teach in terms of culture and therefore social context as formational. The National
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Association of Colored Women’s reasons for wanting to establish a kindergarten
demonstrate how culture may be seen as formational.
To those who believe that everything that contributes to the culture of right
thought contributes also the culture of right character, the kindergarten must hold
a deep and active interest, since it is the most beautiful system of education extant
for the training of those tender little human plants we call children in all of their
relationship to nature, man and God.100
They were aware of five formational elements for children. The first was that children
were in constant growth and change. 101 This growth and change did not only form their
minds, but also all the other aspects of their person. Not only did they understand
formation to be in flux but also their understanding of the person of the child was
expanding. The second was that the essential nature of a child was in the image of God,
and must be protected and nurtured.102 In locating the child’s essential nature in the
Imago Dei, they avoided many of the complications with original sin, which was
discussed earlier in this section. The third was that “children are gifts to the
community.”103 While the immediate family was important, it did not comprise the
entirety of the child’s formational social context.104 Fourth was that all adults were
responsible for the care, protection and guidance of children.105 Fifth was that the adults’
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own spiritual formation depended to some degree on their care for children.106 In
elements three through five they were able to articulate the formational vision of social
context without blurring the healthy lines of self-differentiation.
Karl Barth helped to restore autonomy or self-will to prominence, suggesting that,
“like all human creatures children possessed impulses and desires that must be respected
and ordered to responsible existence.”107 He acknowledged that children had wills and
therefore freedom to choose. Barth also helped to restore self-differentiation, as a
conceptual ideal, as he did not consider children the property of their parents or as
“subjects, servants or even pupils, but their apprentices who are entrusted and
subordinated to them in order that they might lead them into the way of life.”108 Barth
saw children as beginners in need of gentle guidance, not provoking anger or rebellion.
He understood the language of the child to be play, believing play to be a better teaching
tool than harsh discipline.109
Karl Rahner also encouraged this autonomy; he saw it as connected to children’s
capacity for relationship with God.110 As Rahner explained, “The child is the man [sic]
who is, right from the first, the partner of God.”111 He made the case for personal
experience of God as an element of spiritual formation. Experiences of God are mediated
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through mind, body, spirit and social context. In his theology these everyday mystical
experiences were “implicit, hidden, anonymous, repressed or bursting forth from the
center of all we do.”112 He said, “The child is already spirit and body united in a single
entity. It is already nature and grace, nature and person, possessing itself yet exposed to
the influence of the world and of history, and for all this it has still to become all things in
the future.”113 For Rahner grace and revelation flow through every human experience.114
Even the most intimate social context, the family, had formational value in that parents
offered children a basic understanding of trust that they transferred into their God
experience.115
Articulating a proper understanding of the formational aspects of children has
been a centuries-long struggle. Acknowledging only a few of the formational aspects of
the child has left children at a disadvantage. Each of the aspects of the person, as well as
the child as a whole, needs nurturing and guidance. Most important, children need a
connection with God who longs to be in relationship with them.
Conclusion
In her chapter on children in the New Testament, Judith Gundry-Volf, research
scholar and associate professor of New Testament at Yale Divinity School states,
“Children are not mere ignoramuses in terms of spiritual insight. They know Jesus’ true
identity.”116 Jesus revealed a hidden insight into the kingdom life. Not only are those who
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are at the bottom of the sociocultural barrel included in the kingdom of God, they lead the
way. Over the last two thousand years the progression of the Christian understanding of
children’s spiritual formation has helped to embrace childhood as valuable in itself.
Christians are beginning to understand the various aspects of the child and are learning to
engage them for the child’s formation. The denominations that adhere to the doctrine of
original sin have shifted to embrace childhood as a fully functioning way of being and are
moving more and more toward whole person engagement as way of formation.
Christians have learned that children are not only formed through reason. They
are formed through their social context, their emotions, their bodies, and their spirit. Each
one of these aspects of the person is formational. Dallas Willard noted that every person
receives a spiritual formation; the only question is which kind of a formation they will
receive.117 Understanding the language that children speak of their experiences of God
seems to be the biggest hurdle. The language of the kingdom is the language of intimate
relationship with God. Children are already fluent in this language, even if reason-loving
adults have forgotten. It is adults who must recover this language, trusting God to lead
the way. Rahner said, “The strange and wonderful flowers of childhood are already fruits
in themselves, and do not merely rely for their justification on the fruit that is to come
afterward.”118
Clearly Christopher was having experiences of God. By inadvertently having a
safe space for reflection, Christopher had the chance to see his life touch what is good,
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beautiful and true in the world, which originates in and is God. His reflection on the
kindness of Mr. Bell was his way of recognizing God’s goodness. His reflections on the
absence of his mother were his way of reaching toward the truth that human beings do
not suffer alone. The hope he held for his future was surely whispered in his ear by God.
All of these experiences encompassed his whole person. All of these experiences were as
Rahner expressed the ripened fruits that flowered in childhood.
As Christians have become increasingly aware that God seeks children out and
calls them into the lived reality of an experience with God, Christians have responded
with new children’s formational initiatives. The classic American institution of Sunday
School, Montessori-inspired Godly Play, and the Children’s Spirituality Movement are
the initiatives that will be explored in section two. They represent the continual effort to
help children grow in their own life with God. Each moved Christians closer to
embracing children as full participants in the kingdom of God; and closer to making a
space for spiritual direction with children as a practice that helps children to recognize
and respond to God.

SECTION 2: OTHER PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
Introduction
Children’s spiritual formational initiatives such as the classic American institution
of Sunday School, the Montessori-inspired Godly Play curriculum and methodology, and
the Children’s Spirituality Movement represent our modern efforts to help children grow
in their own life with God. Each initiative in its own way moved children’s formation
toward embracing childhood as a fully functioning way of being and whole person
engagement as a way of formation. In this section, I will look at Sunday School, Godly
Play, and the Children’s Spirituality Movement in the light of childhood as a fully
functioning way of being and whole person engagement as a way of formation.119 I argue
that each of these initiatives have brought us to the point of recognizing the need for
spiritual direction with children as a practice that can help children to recognize and
respond to God.
The American Institution of Sunday School
One outcome of the growing historical understanding of childhood as a fully
functioning way of being and whole person engagement as a way of formation was the
institution of Sunday School. In her book on the subject Anne M. Boylan, Professor of
History and Women’s Studies at the University of Delaware, calls Sunday School “the
primary tool of Protestant religious education in the nineteenth century.”120 Sunday
School began in the 1790s as an attempt to bring literacy and morality to poor and
119
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working class children on their only day off.121 Robert Rakies who was a newspaper
publisher in Gloucester started the Sunday School movement in England.122 After
working with adults in prisons he began to believe that if vice was caught early enough, it
would be preventable.123 He focused his efforts on the poor and disenfranchised. Poor
children did not have the opportunity for academic education because they were working
in factories or left at home while their parents were working. In addition, mass exit from
small, tightly knit communities to large industrial cities disrupted extended family and
community as avenues for moral education. Raikes saw Sunday School as a place for
moral and academic education for poor children.124 Reading and memorizing and reciting
Scripture were the core methods for transferring moral and academic education. The
printed copies of the Bible were expensive so Raikes printed his own book of Bible
lessons.125 Sunday School as a curriculum-based approach had begun.
By the 1830s Sunday School had moved to the United States and morphed into a
missionary outreach started by laypersons.126 “Sunday Scholar,” as it was called, was not
sponsored by local churches. It was a missionary movement; therefore children whose
parents were not necessarily members of a congregation attended classes. Morality was
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defined as the “behavioral manifestations of religious conversion.”127 In the beginning the
focus was not on conversion, as this would have gone against the doctrine of inability,
also called total depravity.128 Instead the goal was accumulation of religious and moral
knowledge, on the basis that knowledge of God and his moral laws would lead to the
conversion of the soul when the child arrived at the age of reason.129 When a child
eventually converted the ultimate end was an adult free of sinful habits.130
Children were considered “empty vessels waiting to be filled with adult
knowledge,” and memorization of the Bible was the means to fill them.131 To achieve the
maximum accumulation of religious and moral knowledge, children wrote and recited
individual verses and passages thought suitable for moral training.132 Children who were
obedient and could recite the most number of verses received books as prizes. The need
for these books, along with the small booklets used for instruction, gave rise to a large
publishing industry. Through Sunday Scholar, Sunday School had become not only a
missionary movement, but also a commercial success.
The evangelical Protestant denominations that lacked a catechism were the first
to move Sunday School into their churches, expanding its reach into the middle and
upper economic classes. Congregationalist pastors such as Jonathan Edwards, felt
strongly that children could have a relationship with God. This moved the goal away
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from intellectual pursuit of religious and moral knowledge toward children’s contrition
and conversion. However, the old debate over reason continued to be a sticking point.133
Leaders on one side of the issue thought that because children lacked cognitive reasoning,
they could not make a rational decision for Christ.134 Leaders on the other side focused on
emotional contrition, rather than rational decision, as the most needful thing for
conversion. Their view was supported by the emotional responses of children themselves.
When told about the fires of hell and the impending death of every human being,
children often exhibited strong emotion. An article in the children’s magazine, The
Youth’s Companion made the point clear, “Your heart is very wicked, you are unfit to go
to heaven as it is; so bad that none but God can make it good.”135 Children wanted the
assurance that they would go to heaven when they died. Most children knew someone
who had died; for those who did not the children’s literature and curriculum material told
stories of children who had died. It worked, many children converted. The shift from
intellectual vessel-filling to emotional string-pulling was made, but churches were not
prepared.
Not only did some local churches struggle with the possibility of conversion for
children, they also struggled to know what to do with the children who did convert. Most
evangelical denominations had no space for converted children as part of the growing
body of Christ.136 They did not have a physical place for them as participants of the
worship service or mental space as to what the kingdom of God might look like when
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children were included. A different kind of obstacle to the inclusion of children in the
baptized membership was the popular notion that childhood should be a season of
“unrestrained indulgence and gaiety.”137 Another common notion was that religion made
children “morbid.”138 In either case, keeping children out of the adult congregation would
have seemed an act of mercy. It is difficult to disagree with that in light of the focus on
manipulating a conversion out of children by appealing to their fear of death and hell.
Childhood, not adulthood, increasingly became accepted as a fully functioning
way of being through which the children were to be taught. The drive toward conversion
and knowledge acquisition moved teachers and superintendents toward child-centered
engagement, as they realized a need to “adapt our language to the capacities of our
children.”139 Simplified language and story became the main teaching instruments. In
addition the idea that faith passed socio-culturally in more personal settings gave rise to
smaller class sizes and personal connection.140 While children were thought to possess
the will to choose conversion or to choose right or wrong, they were not yet “accorded
agency in their own religious experience, they continued not just to benefit from but to
rely on parents as intermediaries between themselves and God.”141 This gave adults the
chance to listen to children and hear their wants and desires creating a more childcentered approach. In 2008 Carol Ann MacGregor conducted a study of the children’s
literature that came out of the Sunday School movement, and she found that “free-will”
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or “free thinking” emerged as a common element.142 Her research highlights that
increasingly various aspects of the child’s person were being acknowledged and honored.
Autonomy and chosen obedience, which honors the will and spirit of a child,
intermingled within the family social context are aspects of the person previously
ignored. Children’s spiritual formation that embraced childhood as a fully functioning
way of being and whole person engagement as a way of formation was easing its way
into the minds and hearts of adults.
As the nineteenth century came to a close, a new understanding of children’s
intellectual and spiritual development gained precedence. Children had been considered
empty vessels into which knowledge should be poured, but now they were seen as more
fully human able to experience God with their emotions along with the will to choose to
follow Christ.143 Childhood as a fully functioning way of being is honored when space is
made for children to respond and reflect on the religious and moral experiential
knowledge that they already possess. Making a space for children to respond and reflect
requires a belief that God is already at work in the life of child. It also requires a diverse
understanding of religious experiences, which the simple transfer of information through
memorization does not provide.144 Cognitive knowledge alone does not form whole
persons.
In 1910 the Italian physician Maria Montessori posited a child-center model of
education. In Montessori’s model children are allowed to follow their own personal
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interest into adult-formulated, inquiry-based centers. In these themed centers children are
encouraged to play with the material as their curiosity leads. She believed that play is a
child’s work. Later others, such as Hebrew scholar and author of the Catechesis of the
Good Shepherd, Sophia Cavalletti and author of Godly Play and religious educational
consultant, Jerome Berryman, carried this torch and created child-centered children’s
spiritual formation models.145 From the start adults working with children acknowledged
that children had their own life with God within childhood.146 Tobin Hart, American
psychologist and children’s spirituality researcher notes, “Both religious and character
education have traditionally tended to mold from the outside in. However worthwhile this
training may be, it does not assume that children have spiritual lives from the inside
out.”147 The resulting Montessori model of spiritual formation helped adults understand
childhood as a fully functioning way of being and whole person engagement as a way of
formation.
Godly Play
The twentieth century has often been called the century of the child.148 The
movement towards childhood as a fully functioning way of being and whole person
engagement as a way of formation took a leap forward due to the work of Maria
Montessori, Sofia Cavalletti, and Jerome Berryman. Montessori outright rejected the
model that children were empty vessels to be filled by adults. In her research Montessori
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learned that when given the space to recognize God and respond to God, children
possessed “a deeply spiritual nature.”149
Sophia Cavalletti took Montessori’s educational theory and applied it to her
Roman Catholic catechetical context. Her agenda was to create a space for children to
respond to their own lives that are “hidden with God in Christ.”150 Using the Montessori
interactive method, Cavalletti created an atmosphere for children to experience God
through various aspects of their selves coming in contact with God. Her model is for
children ages three through twelve and consists of sacred spaces, called atriums. In these
spaces children play, pray and participate in rituals that embody passages of scripture, the
rite of Baptism or the history of the kingdom of God. It has been described as the coming
together of two mysteries—“the mystery of God and the mystery of the child.”151
Cavalletti was purposeful to teach an adult posture of humility as a necessary and
principal characteristic. Adults that write and teach and research children’s spiritual
formation are not children and therefore are to some extent “other than.” Cavalletti
clearly defines the role of the adult as mediator, much different than the role of the adult
in the Sunday School movement. She offered this warning to adults working with
children,
The catechist who does not know when to stop, who does not now how to keep
silent, is one who is not conscious of one’s limits and, after all, is lacking in faith,
because, on the practical level at least, one is not convinced that it is God and His
creative Word that are active in the religious event. The help the adult can give
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the child is only preliminary and peripheral, and one that halts—that must halt—
on the threshold of the “place where God speaks with His creature.152
Cavalletti opened the door to a new way of thinking about children and their relationship
with God. Her expectation was that children already desired God and were having
experiences with God. In summary, Cavalletti’s view of the child is quite different from
her predecessors as for her, “…the child moves with ease in the world of the transcendent
and who delights in—satisfied and serene—the contact with God.”153
In 1960, Jerome Berryman built his curriculum Godly Play upon the work of
Montessori and Cavalletti. Like his predecessors Berryman began with the idea that
children were already having experiences with God. His sense was “what they needed
was an appropriate language to construct their own personal meaning about that
reality.”154 Through play and ritual, which naturally engage various aspects of the
person––body, mind, spirit––children are invited to engage in sacred stories from
Scripture. Berryman believes that “leaving room for God to come and play in the theory
and practice of Godly Play assumes that children already know God as a non-specific
experience of relationship…”155
In Godly Play, Bible stories are first told by the adults using wooden
manipulatives and words.156 Then the children are invited to engage with the story
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through the use of “I wonder” questions. The “I wonder” questions invite a sense of play
and curiosity into the story. They can be as whimsical as wondering about the fish as
Jesus walked on water or as somber as wondering why Jesus was born homeless.
Together the adults and the children wonder about the sacred story. The “I wonder”
questions are open-ended and unscripted and are intended to come from the place of deep
engagement with God and the story.157
After spending time asking questions of the story the children are invited to play
with God while engaging the manipulatives. During what is sometimes called the “work
period” (using Montessori’s terminology) children are free to choose previous stories or
other creative play activities.158 The work period gives children the agency to choose
whatever center they desire to work with. The session closes with a shared snack, called a
feast, which is prepared and served with reverence and wonder, recalling adults’
approach to the Eucharistic meal.
Brendan Hyde, a children’s spirituality researcher and teacher from Australia,
describes Godly Play as a “method that engages the whole child—hands, heart, mind,
senses, and intuition.”159 For the child, God is their play partner, “…come and play is
based on what Jesus said about welcoming children becoming like them.”160 Berryman
uses Catherine Garvey’s five criteria of play
1. Play is pleasurable.
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2. Play is done for itself.
3. Play is voluntary.
4. Play involves deep concentration.
5. Play has links to the creative process, problem solving, the learning of
languages and social roles.161
God is teaching, leading, and playing. The language of play is the first language of the
child so it is quite natural that it is the language of their relational experience of God.
One characteristic of childhood as a fully functioning way of being that Berryman
centers on is that children also experience existential concerns. Through Godly Play
Berryman seeks to address four existential concerns of children. These are: Children are
aware that they will one day die; they are aware of their own aloneness in the world; they
are searching for meaning; and they feel the threat of true freedom.162 The use of “I
wonder” statements while the children are playing with God in the Bible stories create the
opportunity to ask the pressing existential questions. Engaging in Jesus’ parables with
God through play will naturally open up the existential questions begging for attention.
For example, the parable of the Good Samaritan addresses both the existential questions
of our own aloneness in the world as well as the threat of true freedom to help and love
others. In Linda Wagener and H. Newton Malony’s chapter on spiritual and religious
pathology in childhood and adolescence they make the point that trauma such as abuse,
war, natural disasters, and death lead even very young children to ask existential
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questions.163 They wonder about the nature of good and evil, about the meaning and
purpose of life and the nature of God. Godly Play teaches children the “art of how to use
the Christian language to deal with existential limits” and identify their experience of
God.164
In Listening to Children on the Spiritual Journey, present day writer, researcher
and professor at Asbury Theological Seminary, Catherine Stonehouse and writer,
researcher and professor at Wheaton College, Scottie May asked the question “Why are
so many children not thriving?”165 They determined that in North America in the twentyfirst century children are “lacking deep connectedness to other people, and to moral and
spiritual meaning.”166 Among their solutions to the problem is utilizing a worship model
they call “reflective engagement.” Stonehouse and May define reflective engagement as a
worship model where the role of the adult is to make space for the child and God to come
together and “when they do that God’s presence will be real and the Spirit will be the
teacher.”167 In this sense the child connects with God and through this relationship an
attachment forms. Berryman’s Godly Play is an example of the reflective engagement
approach.168 Godly Play has opened wide the door and laid the path to embracing
children as fully human and fully able to engage with God.
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While Godly Play does honor childhood and embraces whole person formation, it
is a classroom model, and therefore is missing the personal listening and guiding
companion for the child. A child may have an experience with God, but the sheer number
of children per adult guide means that children will not have the attention needed for their
individual stories to be heard and honored. Further Godly Play has no set curriculum to
engage and guide children in the practice of discernment of their own experiences outside
of the classroom setting. As it is a Biblical curriculum the children’s experiences are
limited to this framework and while that is good, the Bible is not the only place that
children experience God and the classroom is not the only place children wonder about
God.
The third initiative to be examined is The Children’s Spirituality Movement,
which through exploration into religious experiences opened our eyes to the various ways
that children connect with God.169 The Children’s Spirituality Movement helped us to see
that experiences of God are not limited by age, or aspect of person, or even religious
tradition. In essence it embraced childhood as a fully functioning way of being and whole
person engagement as a way of formation.
Children’s Spirituality Movement
In 1969, Sir Alister Hardy, biologist and one time professor of Zoology at Oxford,
began the Religious Experience Research Unit (RERU) at University of Wales Trinity
Saint David. Hardy’s work at the RERU was concerned with the characteristics of
universality and ordinariness in religious experience. The first task of the RERU was to
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collect the stories of large groups of people who “felt their lives had in any way been
affected by some power beyond themselves.”170 Edward Robinson, a researcher who
worked with Hardy, noticed that many of the religious experiences collected occurred
during childhood. He labeled these childhood experiences “original vision” and defined
them as “a form of knowledge and one that is essential to the development of any mature
understanding.”171 While some, including Karl Rahner, termed such early experiences as
“mystical,” Robinson shied away from that language as he believed “…this word
[mystical] is used to suggest that that vision is essentially irrational, romantic, impractical
or unreal. On the contrary, the child’s view of the world is often more realistic and a good
deal less sentimental than that of many adults.”172 Robinson’s label of childhood religious
experiences as “original vision” recognizes childhood as a fully functioning way of being
by recognizing and honoring the knowledge that a child already possesses.
In addition, the nature of the collected stories involved various aspects of the
person, as experiences were not limited to those that passed religious scrutiny.173 Since
the questions asked by the RERU were open-ended, they did not impose a limited,
reason-based framework. This allowed respondents to express any form of experience
they would describe as “religious.”
Robinson argued that the early religious experiences of children form the “inner
authority” that testifies to the reality of God.174 Power, innately found in authentic
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connection, was on the side of experiences of God. As Robinson states, “…nothing can
ever outweigh the authority of what has come home to us in the most personal way.”175
Robinson believed that every child has had these experiences, but not all children have
had the opportunity to make meaning out of them or communicate them to a listening
companion.176
Robinson was not alone in valuing and validating the spiritual experiences of
children. In his lectures at Aberdeen University, biologist Hardy suggested that spiritual
awareness is the result of evolution, as it provides survival value, and therefore is
available to every human being.177 In their studies of the cognitive cultural foundations of
spiritual development, psychology professor at the University of Pittsburg, Carl N.
Johnson and psychology professor at Bucknell University, Chris J. Boyatzis found that
from a very young age human beings seek to expand their sense of meaning and value
and work to connect themselves to a “wider reality.”178
Based on this research, the British Education Act gave schools the legal
responsibility of nurturing the spiritual lives of children in 1944. No longer was the
development of a child’s spiritual life purely a private matter for the home and church.179
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Unfortunately, not much concrete action was taken until 1993 when The National
Curriculum Council issued a discussion paper entitled Spiritual and Moral Development,
which required that schools address spiritual education.180 Legislators knew that spiritual
development was necessary for healthy human functioning, but had little idea of what
consisted of healthy spiritual and moral development or how to nurture it. Children’s
spiritual development researchers such as Brendan Hyde, Rebecca Nye and David Hay
began studying children’s spirituality and found that children had common experiences,
which transcended traditional religious boundaries.181 While Robinson and Hardy label
these early experiences “religious,” Hyde, Nye and Hay would call them “spiritual,”
suggesting that spiritual experiences precede a cognitive religious understanding.182 For
instance in 1 Sam. 3, the young Samuel experienced hearing God’s voice before he
identified its source, understood what hearing God’s voice meant, or how he could
respond.
From this research and my own experiences it seems to me that while every
person may not have commonly termed religious experiences, every person is sought
after by God and therefore has early experiences of God reaching toward them. If then
spirituality is comprised of experiences of the God touching human spirit then religion is
making meaning of those experiences. While limited cognitive functioning may inhibit
religion, it in no way inhibits or limits spirituality. Every person, regardless of cognitive
functioning, experiences God. Nye states, “Religious belief does not originate in
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experience but in intellectual reflection,” however, “reason divorced from experience is
crippled reason.”183
For children an adult listening partner as well as an adult to help make meaning is
essential. Canadian scholar at the University of Victoria, Daniel G. Scott also collected
the recalled spiritual experiences of children. Scott discovered that children are dependent
upon the adults view and their encouragement of their experiences. Adults’ framing and
interpretation is fundamental to children’s confidence in and ability to make meaning of
their experience.184 Scott demonstrates that when children’s experiences are not heard
and honored children tend to suppress these experiences and lose the opportunity to
respond to the reach of God.185 In their article on the relation between spiritual
development and the identity process, researcher on child and youth well-being, Janice L.
Templeton, and Professor of Psychology and Education at the University of Michigan,
Jacqueynne S. Eccles, propose that human beings develop a spiritual identity due to the
need for connection.186 Every human being will develop a spiritual identity. How adults
honor or encourage the spiritual experiences of children or do not affects the shape that
identity will take.
However, when religious information overwhelms the awareness of the spiritual
experience, the two become disconnected.187 Children who have been brought up in
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churches without attention given to their early experiences are inoculated against later
experiences by the church’s over-emphasis upon cognition. That is, when intellectual
propositions are the only form of acceptable knowledge, the value of experience is
negated. Hyde believes that religion is necessary to move the spiritual experience into
greater depth and understanding.188 He sees the movement of the spiritual and religious as
cyclical, “The more one attends to and inquires into their initial spiritual experience, the
more one will be led to interpret and act upon it, which in turn leads one to attend, inquire
and reflect upon the original experience, and so forth.”189 For Hyde, “Spirituality
concerns the movement towards… Ultimate Unity, whereby at the deepest and widest
levels of connectedness, an individual may experience unity with Other.”190 In other
words children’s spiritual formation is the process by which the awareness of others and
relationship with others is cultivated within concurrent circles of reunion and therefore
unity with self, others and God.191 In their research Hay and Nye call this concept
relational consciousness.192 They define it as the most “fundamental feature” of
children’s spirituality and common to every human being.193
Hyde delineates four characteristics of children’s spirituality. They are a felt
sense, integrating awareness, weaving the threads of meaning, and spiritual
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questioning.194 Hyde defines felt sense as “alertness to what might be experienced in
moments of concentration and stillness.”195 Felt sense embraces a child’s intuitive
knowing, gut feelings, fleeting ideas, and inner wisdom.196 Practicing the presence of
God is an example of felt sense. It is a practice written about by Brother Lawrence, a
seventeenth century Carmelite lay brother in which a person constantly calls their
attention back to God in their midst. Felt sense can also be described as keeping alert to
the constant communication of God.
Hyde defines the second characteristic, integrating awareness, as “the ability to
integrate new and emerging waves of consciousness with previous levels of
awareness.”197 Integration involves an act of responding to the action of God. For the
Christian integration might involve connection through various prayer forms, or acts that
are conducive to greater unity with self and others.198
Hyde notes that, in comparison to adults, children have a greater capacity for all
the aspects of their person to be involved in integration. That is, children have a higher
capacity for whole-person response. Hyde cautions that the desire to please adults during
integration can interrupt authentic response.199 Therefore adults wanting children to enjoy
the fullness of spiritual experience should allow them as much autonomy as possible.
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Hyde’s third characteristic, which he terms weaving the threads of meaning,
creates a safe space for children to explore their existential questions.200 Berryman and
Hyde argue that wonder is the critical element in exploring children’s questions. Uniting
felt sense and integration are best done through the practice of wondering. Hart states,
“Wonder keeps the sacred in view and recognizes it alive in our midst.”201 “Wonder” in
this sense can be defined as the freedom to explore questions and answers. Allowing a
child to wonder their answers in the presence of a caring adult, who will take seriously
their attempts to weave meaning for themselves, creates autonomy and honors the
relationship between God and the child.
Hyde calls the last characteristic of children’s spirituality, spiritual questioning.
He means that in our global society children will be exposed to many ways of making
meaning of their experience.202 Hyde advises that adults allow freedom for questions
outside of their own orthodox beliefs.203 As Christians, adult guides need patience, trust
and sensitivity to the movement of God so that children’s explorations of new ideas and
situations can be used by God to foster empathy and connectedness with those outside of
the children’s particular experience.204
Unfortunately, the Children’s Spirituality Movement in the United States has
gained popularity due to tragedy. Mass shootings by children and high suicide rates
among children and adolescents have opened the eyes of adults to the lack of purpose and
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meaning in the lives of young people.205 Americans have wondered about the interior
lives of children and how spirituality might help to develop healthy and whole persons.
Tobin Hart’s The Secret Spiritual World of Children examines children’s own stories of
their spirituality. Hart describes spirituality as “an intimate and direct influence of the
divine in our lives.” 206 He defines the spiritual experiences as moments of “waking us up
and expanding our understanding of who we are and what our place is in the universe.”207
Hart reminds his readers that spiritual experience is not foreign to the Christian tradition.
The lives of many predecessors in faith serve as examples of childhood
spirituality. Twelfth century Christian mystic and doctor of the church, Hildegard of
Bingen had spiritual experiences that began when she was three years old.208 Catherine of
Siena had a spiritual experience when she was six.209 Teilhard de Chardin’s spiritual
seeking began when he was five.210 In her dissertation research on Emergent Church
Leaders, Lori Haynes Niles, found that all of them had some experience of God when
they were children.211 Clearly, Christians are having experiences of God during
childhood. Child psychologist Edward Hoffman found that when adults look back on
their childhood they often recount a spiritual experience that changed or anchored their
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lives.212 Hay found that in both the United States and Britain “people in touch with their
spirituality appear to be in a better state of mental health than those who are not.” 213
They have greater energy balance, health and relationships with others.214
Whole Person Spiritual Experiences
Having discussed the importance and promise of encouraging children’s spiritual
experiences we turn our attention to the value of contextualizing them. A whole person
spiritual experience approach is one in which the body, thoughts and feelings, will and
social context of the person are touched in the experience. In his research, Tobin Hart
found that children’s spirituality involved various aspects of the person. His conclusions
often concern various aspects of the self, including the wisdom located in the body. He
makes the point that integration of the body into a whole spirituality has not been a strong
point especially in Western Spirituality.215 Indeed, in the past, religion and philosophy
have tended to oppose the body and spirit, with one being evil, or at least suspect, and the
other being completely non-bodily, and thus good. Hart encourages whole person
formation to include the practice of awareness and listening to the body as well as
awareness and listening to the body’s natural connections to the Earth. Hart warns that
the disintegration of the body to the soul causes violence to both.216
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Dallas Willard emphasizes the importance of all the aspects of the self, including
the body. Christian spiritual formation then is when God engages with all aspects of the
self, bringing unity to the aspects under Christ. Hyde’s view includes the body, but varies
in terms of the definition of unity.
The spiritual path is not one of fragmentation—of leaving parts of ourselves out—
it is about bringing parts together. The symbol of sacred geometry, is the circle,
representing wholeness. We stay true to ourselves by bringing into this clearing of
honesty all the elements of ourselves, all the black holes and small light, the
darkest dreams and the shimmering hopes. When we do so, we stop wasting time
and energy discriminating against, hiding from, and fearing ourselves.217
Hart names five capacities through which healthy spirituality is nurtured:
“wisdom, wonder/awe, the relationship between one’s Self and the Other, seeing the
invisible, and wondering in relation to the ultimate questions of life.”218 These capacities
are not purely mental or cognitive, but instead engage the various aspects of the self. For
example, children may experience wisdom as a bodily feeling, a sense of knowing in
much the same way they experience satiety and are given the freedom to listen to and
obey their bodies. Wonder/awe are closely tied to the emotional center of children.
Children often express wonder/awe through their bodies. Wonder/awe in children can
look like wide-open eyes, sudden silence, or insatiable curiosity to experience the object
of wonder or awe with touch.
Unlike more familiar stage theories of moral or psychological development,
whole person conceptual frameworks allow various aspects of the person. Where Piaget
demonstrated psychological advancement by comparing it to what he perceived as
children’s self-centeredness, Hart’s research did not find this to be true. Instead he found
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that children do have a capacity to feel empathy and care for others, that is nature, other
people, and God. 219 Hay and Nye contend that stage theories like Piaget, Goldman and
Fowler’s have their uses, but the linearity of stages theories necessarily includes
narrowness. In psychological development stage theories, such as Piaget’s, what counts
as advancement is almost wholly determined by growth in the cognitive function of
reason, and therefore omit several aspects of the person.220 Stage theories exclude
children and those who are differently-abled.221 Hart’s research showed that while
children do not have the reasoning capabilities of adults, this skill is not needed for deep
spiritual connection and growth. Children’s innate intuitive capacities found in various
aspects of the self gave them both the opportunity and the inclination for spiritual
connection and growth.222 Hay suggests instead that research should focus on
“perceptions, awareness and response of children to those ordinary activities” which
transcend typical adult God talk.223 As Sr. Lecturer and Deputy Chair at Tufts University,
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W. George Scarlett points out in his chapter on developmental analysis of religious and
spiritual development, research is still lacking in how these inclinations grow into mature
faith.224 Hart is convinced that “Those visions or words remain living words. Like the
holy texts of all the wisdom traditions, the meanings are brought to life as we walk them
out day by day, directed by a deepening sense of wholeness and participation.”225
Hart warns that there are two equal dangers in the Children’s Spirituality
Movement.226 The first is making too little of children’s spiritual moments by
disregarding or rejecting their experiences.227 This has often been the case in the United
States, as discussed earlier. The other danger is to make too much of children’s spiritual
experiences, which can take the form of exalting the child who has the experience or
pressuring children to produce an extraordinary experience.228 The danger is mitigated
when adults acknowledge two kinds of spiritual experiences. One being the rare and
intense––the “mountaintop” experience––that one remembers even into adulthood. The
other kind is the ordinary and daily experience of the awareness of God’s presence.229
The latter is the common mark of children’s spiritual experiences. The Children’s
Spirituality Movement has acknowledged children’s various experiences of God, but has
lacked developed and suggested methods of helping children to respond to their
experience. Living relationship requires both recognition and response. However, the
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Children’s Spirituality Movement has embraced childhood as a fully functioning way of
being and whole person engagement as a way of formation, which has laid a foundation
for the development of the practice of spiritual direction with children.
Conclusion
In their research Rebecca Nye and David Hay discovered that spirituality is an
ontological reality with awareness of the whole and consequently a related
connectedness.230 In his article, Spirituality for Smarties Dallas Willard writes, “The
spiritual life is one’s own real life, lived in interactive personal relationship with God.”231
In children these early experiences give insight into the work of God who is seeking to be
in relationship with children from their very beginning. In concrete ways God reaches
toward children, enjoys interaction with children, and begins to cultivate an eternal
relationship with them. Adults can trust that God can and will guide children into a
fruitful meaning of their experience.
Since the nineteenth century, Sunday School, Godly Play, and the Children’s
Spirituality Movement have incrementally embraced childhood as a fully functioning
way of being and whole person engagement as a way of formation. These are essential
for opening the space for children to recognize and respond to God. What is missing from
each of these approaches is the availability of a one-on-one listening relationship between
children and an adult companion. Spiritual directors help children recognize God’s
movement with them, toward them, and through them. They help children respond to
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God reaching toward them in ways that are consistent with childhood and whole person
formation. Hyde concludes,
While some children are able to integrate and be nurtured by their experience on
their own, many may require support and encouragements form the significant
adults in their lives. Such children need adults who demonstrate a capacity to
listen and who model their experience by telling their own stories, or who may
make an effort to recover their own lost moments of spiritual experience.232
Section three will examine spiritual direction with children as a practice that
supports the spiritual formation by providing individual guidance.
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SECTION 3: THE THESIS
Introduction
The previous two sections have followed the historical progression of institutional
approaches to children’s spiritual formation. Knowledge about children’s spiritual
formation and spiritual formation methods evolved as children began to be understood as
full participants in the kingdom of God. The evolution can largely be tracked through the
ideas of honoring childhood as a fully functioning way of being and embracing whole
person engagement as a way of formation. This section first presents a model of
children’s spiritual formation that honors childhood and embraces the whole person and
then argues that spiritual direction with children is the next natural step in the historical
progression toward honoring children as full participants in the kingdom of God.
Children’s Spiritual Formation
Acknowledging or wrestling with the reality of God as the Trinitarian presence is
an important step toward developing a theology of children’s Christian spiritual
formation. The famous fifteenth-century icon of the Trinity, created by Russian
iconographer Andrei Rublev, vividly illustrates this reality.233 In Rublev’s icon, the three
Persons gaze at one another while their bodily positions is opened toward the view, thus
seemingly to invite viewers into their community. At the bottom center of this icon there
is a visual open space, as if the Trinity were extending an invitation into a place left at the
table for any who ask, seek, or knock.234 “The Trinity reveals the fullness and cooperative
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relationships between the members of the Godhead. It is the Trinity that makes God
known and does the work of God in the world.”235 The members of the Trinity are both
One and a community whose essence is love. The Trinity therefore exudes love.236 All
goodness and beauty and truth is present in their midst and being. In the act of invitation,
which comes from the center of their communal existence, the Trinitarian God creates.
Whatever the Trinitarian God creates is infused with God’s image. Since God’s image is
good, what God creates embodies the potential for every good in the universe.237
This union of image and likeness is what has been known as the Imago Dei.
Irenaeus believed that the Imago Dei presents in human beings as reason. “Reason”
consisted in something other than cognitive ability, as we think of it now. Rather, for
Irenaeus reason was more akin to awareness. This kind of awareness he termed, “belief,”
and was an individual’s growing knowledge of “what is real.”238 Jennifer Haddad, an
Eastern Orthodox scholar summarizes Irenaeus’ point of view,
Man [sic] can live without comprehension. Man can live without faith. But a man
without belief, without even a subconscious sense of his world’s realities –it is
hard to image how such a person would be alive. Even the most sub-mental
human person, and surely the young child, has belief, for all human beings
interact and communicate with their environment on some level.239
Irenaeus has been paraphrased as saying “The Glory of God is a human being
fully alive.” Patrick Henry Reardon explains that this quote is not a treatise for self235
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fulfillment as it is often interpreted.240 Instead Irenaeus is arguing that a growing
awareness of Christ in the world coincides with greater human living. Every human being
experiences some measure of awareness. The Imago Dei breathed into children
continually calls them into a participatory awareness of the God who surrounds them. As
Dallas Willard states, “We are, all of us, never-ceasing spiritual beings with a unique
calling to count for good in God’s great universe.”241
The Trinity functions in and conceives in love.242 A child’s experience of God is
an expression of that love.243 As children are wired both to receive love and are
themselves “rich in love,” children are especially able to experience of God.244 Jesus
made it clear that children are welcomed to experience God. Humanity’s beginning is not
the Fall, but the Creation, where they were loved of God.245 Becoming awake to God, to
their own belovedness and the belovedness of others is a child’s life-long journey into the
heart of the community of Love. The practice of spiritual direction with children can help
children to recognize and respond to Love’s invitation.
Children’s spiritual formation is the journey of becoming aware of God and
participating in this Trinitarian reality. As discussed in earlier chapters, much of
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children’s Christian formation has been built on attempts at sin management, not Christ
awareness.246 Christians have moved from the idea of managing behavior to formation of
the whole person. The modern term “spiritual formation,” takes into account recent
physiological and psychological understandings, of three formative influences on
relationship with God: 1. an outside influence, which can include training, 2. the genetic
predisposition to relationship with which children are born, and 3. the outcome of the
choices we make throughout life.247 Every child’s spirit experiences these influences,
thus, every child receives a spiritual formation.
The outside influences that shape children’s spirituality include both intentional
training and experiences, found in the categories of “direct and indirect knowledge” and
“knowledge about.”248 As argued in earlier sections, for over fifteen hundred years the
Christian tradition has discussed, articulated, and prescribed training models, strategies
and doctrine, which have emphasized propositional knowledge, transfer. The goal of
teaching children was to guide them into mental assent and moral knowledge. The
children’s spirituality movement of the last hundred years has helped to open the
discussion to include the direct knowledge of the Trinitarian presence that children gain
through experience. This expansion of the kind of knowledge considered valuable also
expands the understanding of children’s spiritual formation. Effective children’s spiritual
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formation includes both accrued propositional knowledge and the direct, experiential
knowledge of God.
As a recent development, the sanction of direct knowledge has not yet led to a
balance between taught information and reflection, and direct experience and awareness.
Much of children’s spiritual formation still overemphasizes instruction of facts and
precepts. Spiritual direction with children seeks to utilize the tools of cognitive
knowledge and reflection to help children become aware of and reflect on their own
experience of God. This balanced approach helps children to both recognize and respond
to God in their midst.249 The time for spiritual direction with children has come.
God gives two essentials for our spiritual formation journey: God’s self and
human lives. From birth, at least, God is constantly inviting human beings into
relationship. Human lives consisting of ordinary experiences are also given as essential
for the journey. Life offers opportunities to encounter God through relationship with
other people, through nature, through art, wonder, and mystery. Human beings also
encounter God through the woundedness of human existence. Even in pain human beings
can become open to the formative power of the Trinitarian presence. Through comfort
and conviction the Spirit reminds people that they are created for more than fear.
While belovedness in light of God’s fullness is where children begin, their
wounds are not far off. Children will come to find out that, unlike the Trinitarian God
whose image they contain, they lack both the knowledge and ability to actualize every
good potential.250 Human woundedness is a roadblock to our participation in God’s
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reality of truth, beauty and goodness. Though human beings are beloved by God and
called into communion with God the wounds of human lives cause us to recoil in fear.
Fear is the essence of these roadblocks. Fear is at the heart of the very first roadblock
story old in the Bible.251 Fear whispers distrust and eats away at relationships of trust. It
is distressing to be in a community of unity and love when governed by fear. The journey
of becoming awake and participatory in the Trinitarian reality is also a journey through
fear. Adults often forget that children’s woundedness and the fear it inspires, to their
detriment, are roadblocks to communion that are set up as early as the first wounds are
experienced.
As children are less rationally centered they are able to respond to God much
more easily and thus their wounds can be engaged, rather than ignored. Over the course
of their lives children have the chance for hundreds of conversions or repentances. They
may experience one major conversion and several reorientations afterward. However as
salvation is a life and not an event in time, their formation is ongoing, changing and
shaping with each breath they take.
God gives two more elements for children’s spiritual formation journey: Jesus’
incarnation into bodily form and intentional practice using bodies as tools to connect with
God. Although Jesus has always been and will always be, his incarnation had a human
relational purpose to it, his life with a body demonstrated a shared experience of
humanity and intimate human relationship. His bodily, mortal life serves as both an
invitation into and an example of intimate community. As both God and man, Jesus
shared in humanity of children. By his model, Jesus shows children how to connect to the
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heart of God and how to overcome their fear with love. Children may be taught to see
how Jesus experienced fear, but never let it take root in his soul, and how they can learn
from his life to do the same. As a member of the Trinitarian reality he exudes love and is
love. Like all human beings, he experienced a growth into love, spurred on by
intentionality to walk as closely with the Father as possible.
Jesus also modeled that other form of knowledge—training—by practicing
prayer, solitude, celebration and the like. Prayer, solitude, and celebration are among the
intentional practices directed toward a deeper connection with God and others. These
practices can take the form of classical spiritual disciplines like those explained by
Richard Foster in Celebration of Discipline. Spiritual disciplines are a means of grace and
friendship that draw children further into the heart of love for God and neighbor.
Spiritual direction with children unites all four formational elements: God’s self,
human life, the life of Jesus and intentional practice. Children cannot help but bring their
whole lives with them into direction. Adults honor children’s wholeness when they are
curious about who children are and what children think. Adult curiosity is mediated
through listening to their stories. When adults teach children to pray and meditate,
intentional practices, they given the tools to respond to the community of the Trinity.
When adults introduce children to the life of Jesus, children are offered a companion who
will walk with them and guide them and can identify with their human joys and sorrows.
Lastly when adults acknowledge and honor the experiences children have had with God
childhood is honored as a fully functioning way of being.
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Spiritual Direction with Children: Meaning
The field of spiritual direction with children is new. In a sense we are building the
car while driving it. In the following discussion I will draw from the newly sprouting
field of children’s spiritual formation literature as well as from the well-tilled ground of
adult spiritual direction. My own experiences as a spiritual director with children will
also inform both the meaning and method of spiritual direction I explore.
William A. Barry and William J. Connolly, Jesuit spiritual directors and experts
in the field of direction, define spiritual direction as “help given by one Christian to
another which enables that person to pay attention to God’s personal communication to
him or her, to respond to this personally communicating God, to grow in intimacy with
this God, and live out the consequences.”252 This definition is helpful in spiritual
direction with children as paying attention to God’s personal communication and
responding to that communication honors the life the child already has with God.
Spiritual direction with children depends upon two values: that childhood is embraced as
a fully functioning way of being and that way of being flows from the whole human
person. Spiritual direction with children is a one to one relationship for the purpose of
hearing, acknowledging and encouraging a child’s life with God.
Barry and Connolly teach “a person may be helped to acknowledge the existence
of God by attending to his [or her] own experience.”253 When childhood is valued, the
child’s experience and direct knowledge of God is not discounted. Nor is their experience
forced, coerced or condemned because it may not be fully understood by the adult.
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Instead it is held tenderheartedly, and nurtured through thoughtful listening and curious
questions.
Spiritual direction with children advances whole person formation by
acknowledging that children engage with life and (therefore God) through all aspects of
the self. Their knowledge of God is housed in their bodies, emotions, their will and their
social context. Responding to God can be expressed through various aspects of their
whole person, such as their bodies, minds, emotions, and social context. Spiritual
direction with children acknowledges and embraces the whole self of the child.
Thomas Merton instructs, “The spiritual director is concerned with whole person,
for the spiritual life is not just the life of the mind, or of the affections, or of the ‘summit
of the soul’ –it is life of the whole person.”254 As Jesus of Nazareth definitively
demonstrated, the spiritual life of human beings is both formed and express through the
physical life of our bodies. To understand how a spiritual director might do that, the
topics of posture, power, physical space, and attending the Spirit will be discussed next.
The Role of the Body in Spiritual Direction: Posture, Power and Physical Space
In spiritual direction with children, the director assumes the relational posture of
an attentive listener, which is communicated through his or her body. A spiritual director
with children must keep in mind that the difference in bodily size between the director
and the child combined with the sociocultural expressions of authority assure the reality
that child and adult do not meet on equal authoritative ground. To engender the kind of
open conversational relationship necessary for effective spiritual direction, the spiritual
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director needs to create a physical and spiritual space that fosters equal authoritative
power as much as possible.
Authoritative power is not expressed only through bodily size. The expression of
power is found in the choice to engage in spiritual direction in the first place. While the
adults in their lives might suggest spiritual direction, even drag a child to sessions, the
ultimate power of choosing lies with the child. For direction to be effective (or
relationship to be built among the director, child and Trinity), the child must desire to be
in direction. In a session, the child is extended power by having the freedom to determine
how long the session is, within a twenty to forty-five minute framework. Thus the
freedom to choose becomes a tool to equalize the power between the director and the
child directee.
Another way of shifting the power is to sit on the floor with the child. American
forms of education have trained children to sit in chairs, which restricts movement and
bodily expression. Children often prefer being on the floor partly because they can
control how close they want to be to the director. When the adult director joins the child
in sitting on the floor, this signals that the director is entering the child’s space as a
guest.255 In my own practice, I utilize a white blanket dotted with green leaves to create a
sacred space. The child and I take off our shoes and step onto the blanket at the same
time, entering the sacred space together. Were I to be on the blanket first, my prior
presence would communicate greater authority, potentially setting up a roadblock to
intimate communication and experience of God.
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Spiritual direction with children also shifts power through child-led play and
child-led dialog. In his research Hyde found that “A conversation works most effectively
when the subject matter of the conversation assumes control, while those in dialogue
allow themselves to be led by it.”256 Children are accustomed to adults leading, so
allowing children to lead in both play and dialog requires engaging questions, patience
and silence. Children are thirsty to be heard, but it may take a minute or two of silence in
order for them to feel like they can fill the space with their thoughts and feelings,
ultimately with their own power to be heard. Depending on the age and personality of the
child, it may take months of sessions for this to become natural and easy. While children
are talking and playing the director is listening for the movement of God in their lives,
the good, beautiful and true in the stories they tell.
The children’s spiritual director submits to the God-given autonomy of the child
when keeping their confidences. Directors honor children’s stories and their autonomy
before God when they do not share their stories without their permission.257 That said it is
important to remind children and parents that there are times when a confidence must be
broken. If a child is in danger or is a danger to himself or others, the spiritual director
must break the confidence and report. At the outset have parents read a statement and
sign a release confirming that confidentiality is kept as well as acknowledging when it
must be broken.
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Attending the Spirit
While the role of the director is to tend to the whole life of the child it is also to
attend to the Holy Spirit. Berryman states “God’s presence can’t be spooned out in small
and controllable doses. It comes when and where it will”258 Spiritual directors with
children know that God is present, and come into a session expecting that Jesus will
speak to the child. Together with the child directors tune into how the Spirit is leading
and loving the child. Tuning in can look like paying attention to experiences of beauty,
goodness and truth. It can also look like moments of authenticity that ring of tenderness
or the presence of sorrow or pain.
Attending to the Spirit with children also requires that spiritual director release
outcomes into the hands of God. It is the Spirit who first whispered love into the child’s
heart. It is the Spirit who is ultimately responsible for formation and for transformation.
Aiming for outcomes such as behavior modification takes the role of the spiritual director
beyond its natural limitations. Spiritual direction helps children to drink from the streams
of living water; the results of the drinking are up to the Spirit.259 Counseling is also
beyond the limitations of the spiritual director. The difference in counseling and spiritual
direction comes down to problem solving. Children meet with a counselor to correct
problems, children meet with spiritual directors to have a companion who will help them
recognize and respond to the movement of God in their lives. That does not mean that
children who are in direction may not be having difficulties, but generally those
difficulties are not ongoing, causing problems like depression, anxiety, and mental
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illness. When children’s spiritual directors encounter a child who needs assistance it is
the director’s responsibility to talk to the parent and refer the child to a therapist.
While paying attention to the movement of the Spirit in life of the child, the
director is also attending to the movement of the Spirit in his or her own life. A spiritual
director needs to be in direction or in professional supervision as well. Being a director
with children can open up the director’s childhood wounds and experiences with God.
Having a safe and competent director or supervisor to help directors live into and through
their experiences will draw directors deeper into their own life with God, as well as make
them more available and compassionate directors with children. Thomas N. Hart,
theology professor and family counselor instructs that so much of human learning is
through modeling.260 It is particularly true in spiritual direction with children. A
children’s spiritual director is also modeling a listening life with God.
This section has explored and defined the meaning of spiritual direction with
children. Basic concepts of posture, power, physical space and attending the Spirit have
been introduced. The next section will expand the basic concepts of direction by
considering methods and practices used in direction with children.
Spiritual Direction with Children: Method
Recognize and Respond
Two movements form the rhythm of spiritual direction with children: the
movement to recognize and the movement to respond. As discussed earlier, God is
already interacting with children in ways that transcend adult notions of logic or reason.
Goodness, truth, beauty, wonder, and mystery are all means by which God is building a
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relationship with children. Ivy Beckwith and David M. Csinos remind us in their book
Children’s Ministry in the Way of Jesus that the “transcendent God showers all people
with grace by giving us the immeasurable gift of the capacity to know God, to sense the
very presence of God and to enter into a real, life-forming relationship with God.”261 In
spiritual direction, the director makes room for the child to recognize God’s presence and
respond to it through practicing contemplative listening and asking curious questions.262
As human beings are habitual creatures, Barry and Connolly advise that when
people first recognize God’s activity they will respond according to their previous
patterns of response to people who have affected their lives.263 For children the person
who has most affected their lives is often their dominant parent. Children will most often
respond to God in the pattern that they have responded to their parent. The response may
be closed or open or somewhere in between. The gift of spiritual direction with children
is the opportunity to lay down patterns of open embrace towards God, creating new
patterns of response if needed. In direction children can learn to hear the voice of God
and respond before the baggage of adulthood becomes heavy.
Responding is the second movement in spiritual direction with children. It
consists of making available prayer practices that both honor childhood as a fully
functional way of being and whole person engagement as a way of formation. In these
prayer practices children learn to respond to God’s invitation into friendship.
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It is important to remember that these movements are not linear or sequential.
Recognizing and responding can be happening all at once, or each at a time. It is the
director’s goal to stay present to each movement of recognizing and open the space for
response.264 As Cavalletti puts it so well, “We are responding to the child’s silent request:
‘Help me to come closer to God by myself.’”265
Listening
Listening begins with inviting another to speak. As discussed in the section above
the invitation to speak is communicated through the body. It is also communicated
through questions that originate in the heart of a person who is curious about the
movement of the Divine in the life of another. Curiosity without compassion is merely
information gathering, but curiosity laced with empathy and love has the potential to
listen someone into recognizing the movement of God in their lives. Dallas Willard called
asking the “great law of the spiritual world through which things are accomplished in
cooperation with God...”266 Willard was writing about the dynamic of prayer, but the
power of asking is the same in any relationship between persons, human or divine. In
spiritual direction, asking questions acknowledges the autonomy of the child–– the
child’s ability to perceive, reflect and respond–– and at the same time communicates care
and curiosity.
Invitation in spiritual direction with children often takes the form of “divinely
curious” questions. These questions are the ones that the director, under guidance from
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the Spirit is prompted to ask. Divinely curious questions might sound like, “When did
you experience God since we last talked?” or “When did you experience something
beautiful, or good, or true?” or “What is a strong emotion, like sadness or fear or anger or
happiness, that you had this week?”267 The three transcendentals of goodness, truth and
beauty are often the gateway for seeing the action and presence of God and for
acknowledging it. In the absence of goodness or beauty the director is helping children
connect with God, knowing God is present in their pain and sorrow, which may be their
truth at that moment. When the Spirit is the prompter, questions such as these provide the
opening children need to begin to explore and express their inner lives. Hospital Chaplin
to children, Leanne Hadley created Listening Stones as a way to open up the
conversation.268 Listening stones are small, smooth river rocks with symbols printed on
them. Children are invited to choose three of these rocks that represent the stories of their
lives they want to tell.
Children who have already been pondering existential questions will need a
simple invitation such as “Is there anything on your heart you would like to talk about?”
Berryman found that children experience existential questions in all the aspects of their
persons and also that it takes the whole person to experience a response that is
satisfactory.269 Tobin Hart states “…honest and open conversation about the meaning of
life and the nature of spirit can be like fresh air.”270 Hart further encourages, “A spiritual
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friend is especially helpful to offer understanding and guidance, and to pose more
questions, ‘When have you felt closest to meaning, spirit, God, in your life?’ ‘When have
you felt whole?’ ‘What do you think life is about?’”271 As children explore their
questions they may confess doubt. Cisnos and Beckwith see this as a natural occurrence
in the life of children and encourage, “we can guide children as they deconstruct their
faith and reconstruct it in ways that allow that faith to seep into their bones, to form the
core of their identity, and identity that won’t fall apart when doubts arise.”272
Once the invitation has been given and children begin to share their inner world,
whole person listening opens up. “It is worth taking the time to listen and even err on the
side of too much listening because the misinterpretation of what a child has attempted to
say can be destructive.”273 The director must practice the discipline of silence as well as
the art of clarifying phrases like “Can you say more about that?” or “I’m not sure I
understand, can you try explaining it to me?” Children may share a painful or confusing
situation, which may trigger our adult urge to “fix” or “save” the child. The director can
communicate compassion with phrases such as “I can tell you are hurting/confused/afraid
and I’m sorry.” In allowing space for silence and resisting the urge to fix, children’s
spiritual directors allow Creator God to interact with God’s created being. When these
authentic and tender conversations occur the director then creates the space for the child
to connect with God through prayer, which will be unpacked later in this section.
Cavalletti makes the point that the most effective role for the adult is one of
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“…mediation… a service rendered to the child so that he [or she] may enter into
relationship with that source which puts him [or her] in peace.”274 Berryman reiterates
Entering the world of children is like visiting a strange and wonderful new
culture, but the language has a double twist. It sounds like adult language but the
words don’t always work the same way. Since children have few words and less
confidence in them than adults, their words carry more meaning. Their use of
language is often more like poetry than prose. In addition their vocabulary is
always growing and the usage stays in flux as the continuously experiment with
the words they have at their disposal.275
In her book on pastoral care and spiritual direction Jean Stairs committed a
chapter to “Listening for the Soul of the Child.” She explains, as does Hart, that children
do not always have the ability to put their thoughts into words. Instead they communicate
in visual images, in circular patterns rather than lines, in feelings rather than reason.276 It
is this aspect of children that makes them more open to wonder, mystery and union. As
Cavalletti explains “we are dealing with ephemeral moments, like a flash of light that
shines vibrantly and then fades away.”277 The role of the director is to recognize the
moment too, and then create a space for the child to respond to it. These are the early
stages of meaning making, which when given the attention as well as space can grow
over the course of a lifetime. In their research on spiritual listening as a tool for meaning
making in children, Anna Lipscomb and Irvine Gersch found that spiritual listening
helped children to link “concrete aspects of their existence” with more metaphysical
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ideas.278 Clearly listening has a powerful role in children’s spiritual formation. Spiritual
directors listen to children while listening to the Spirit. They open the space for the child
to see the movement of God and to respond to God.
Play and Projection
Play and projection are helpful communication tools for children’s spiritual
directors. Play can incorporate wonder and mystery as well as create the conditions for
union. Again Berryman guides our understanding “There is something about play that is
more real than ordinary experience. It helps us work out new solutions to old problems
and become recreated—which is very real.”279 Section two included Catherine Garvey’s
five criteria of play. All five elements, listed in section two, are present in play during
spiritual direction. Play in spiritual direction with children might look like playing out the
scene of the Good Shepherd with wooden manipulatives. The director first tells the story
of the Good Shepherd, according to a childlike version of Psalm 23 using wooden
manipulatives.280 The director then invites the child to play the story. The framework of
“playing the story” is the story itself simply told by the director. Children are invited to
retell that story and to fill in the framework with their own variations, imaginations, and
knowledge. For example I have witnessed several children have the Shepherd tame the
Lion, who represents the enemy wanting to harm the sheep in Psalm 23. The Shepherd
taming the Lion is not part of the Biblical story in this passage, but it does represent the
deep longing children have for peace and harmony. The director listens and watches for
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the movement of the Spirit as the child plays. Sometimes the Spirit will prompt the
director to ask divinely curious questions; sometimes the child will invite the director into
the play. As the guest in the play, the director allows the child to direct.
Children project their interior life through the objects during play. As a result their
projection is a helpful tool in spiritual direction with children, in that it exposes their
interior lives to the light of day. Children will often project their most pressing emotion
or need during play. Meaning that the objects they play with and the characteristic of the
play will mirror their own emotion or need. Children play out their concerns and sorrows,
joy and triumphs. Children will also play out their perceptions of God, of self and of the
authority figures in their lives. When a director is allowed to witness to these sacred
perceptions, the room becomes holy ground.
An example may be useful here. When I start a spiritual direction session the
child and I enter the space together, take our shoes off, and sit on the aforementioned
white blanket. I invite the child to turn on a battery-powered candle, and provide a
prompt about God being light and goodness. Together we remember God’s qualities and
that our good God is always with us. Then I ask the child if I might pray. To model a
friendship with Jesus, I use simple and tender words, talking to Jesus like I would any
friend. I also ask Jesus to help me to be a good listener to the child and to help the child
to be a good listener to Jesus. While this request—for me to listen well to the child and
the child to listen well to Jesus––certainly encapsulates the posture of a spiritual director
with children, it also helps to communicate to the child a healthy self-differentiated
friendship with Jesus.
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Next I invite the child to engage Life with Jesus images.281 In these images Jesus
and children are depicted together in childhood situations as the child expresses emotions
such as happiness or sadness, fear or safety, loneliness or joy for example. Through Jesus
the Trinity becomes concrete for children. The incarnational life of Christ brings the
loving community of God into the everyday lived experiences of children. Psychologist
David Benner reminds us that in spiritual direction “attending to Jesus is a foundational
part of attuning our souls to God.”282 Projection in this process answers the question,
“What is the face of God the child needs?”283 Feelings are accessible to children. They
might not be able to articulate how or what they are feeling, but they can project that
feeling onto an image that is similar. As the child looks through the set of eight to ten
images the director asks a divinely curious question like “Which of these pictures feels
like you the most?” or “Which of these pictures do you like, or makes you happy or sad?”
Csinos and Beckwith point out that these moments are powerful and have the potential to
draw children near to God for life.284 As they take in the image they are projecting upon it
their own internal state, recognizing; and what they need from Jesus, responding. In this
way children are invited to recognize the touching of their own spirit to God. The simple
prayer practice in the beginning and choosing a Life with Jesus image to project upon is
akin to asking for what their heart most needs.
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After they choose their image they place it near the candle. As they are doing so
they are invited to articulate through speech why they chose that image. Directors might
ask a divinely curious question such as, “How does this image make you feel?” or “What
do you like about this picture?” or “Where are you in this picture?” or “Would you tell
me the story of this picture?” Hart explains, “Intention can also help to open the
contemplative eye. So many spiritual traditions advise some form of ‘Ask and ye shall
receive.’ Focusing through asking inwardly is like tuning the radio receiver to whatever
station you want to hear.”285 In spiritual direction with children projection is a tool that
helps directors to hear more clearly and tune accordingly.
I practice spiritual direction with children at Haven House, a transitional facility
for homeless families. These children have experienced sorrow and brokenness first
hand. The formational element of their lives is poised to alienate them from noticing the
movement of God by darkening any glimmer of hope. I have found that playing out the
life of Jesus brings comfort and friendship into their loneliness. One Advent the children
made this clear to me. We had been playing the nativity story in our session. With blocks
we created a hotel and a barn and then played the story with wooden baby Jesus, Mary,
Joseph, shepherds and all the animals. Two of the children chose to replay the scene
where Mary and Joseph ask if they can stay at the inn, but are rejected. This was a
moment both poignant and telling, as they project their own homeless situation onto that
of Mary and Joseph. As one boy said, “I didn’t know Jesus was homeless too.” At that
moment I invited him to talk with Jesus while he played about how it feels to be
homeless. He nodded his head and we were silent for a few minutes while he played and
prayed.
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Play is the mother tongue of children; therefore in spiritual direction with children
play is the primary language.286 Play is woven throughout the practice. In any given
session it might look like playing with the characters from Inside Out, a Pixar film about
feelings, to tell the story of when the child felt anger, sadness, joy, fear, or disgust. It
might look like playing out one of stories from the life of Jesus with wooden toys. It
might look like playing a game of Jenga© while exploring existential questions.287
Through imagination, play helps children integrate their outer world and their
“inner perception of meaning.288 There is no rush to complete tasks in spiritual direction
with children; in fact there are no tasks in spiritual direction with children. Spiritual
direction, whether practiced with adults or children, is a continual invitation to recognize
God’s presence and respond to it with the whole person, in prayer.
Whole Person Prayer
Perhaps the most directive element in direction with children is found in the
practice of prayer. Children can be invited and trained in the many expressions of
Christian prayer. While prayer can simply be defined as talking with God, with children
talking can take the form of shared images or shared feelings. It may be that what a child
wants to communicate cannot be put into words; they may be unable or it may be beyond
words.289 As Berryman reminds us, “An encounter with the mystery of God’s presence is
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ineffable.”290 Artistic expression can create a deep space of connection between God and
the child, and well as making deep feelings or experiences concrete.291 It might look like
sculpting a prayer out of Silly Putty, or painting a prayer. Connecting prayer with bodily
experience heightens children’s experience as well. “God is with me, I am safe,” is a
popular breath prayer among children, and practicing a breath prayer with bubbles can
introduce an element of fun.
While guidance is necessary Hay and Nye caution, “the task of nourishing
spirituality is one of releasing, not constructing, children’s understanding and
imagination.”292 Inviting children into the creation of prayer practices can unleash their
imagination for good. In her book on group spiritual direction Alice Fryling advises
asking the question, “What would be helpful to you right now?” which is a great question
for inviting children to choose a prayer practice.293 Creating a bodily prayer from the
words of The Lord’s Prayer is just one example.294
Leanne Hadley, in her seminar on formation with children teaches that when a
moment of authenticity surfaces the time is right to invite a child to prayer.295 The form
of the prayer may vary from child to child or from session to session. Involving various
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aspects of the person in the prayer practice helps children to connect with God on a
deeper and more lasting level. Many traditional prayer practices are centered in the mind,
but children will naturally seek to pray with various aspects of the self. As Cavalletti
shared “Stefania concluded her prayer with, ‘my body is happy.’”296
While the discussion here has centered on a particular prayer time during
direction, it is helpful to remember that all of direction is prayer. From the moment the
director and directee step into the sacred space of direction, God is seeking to connect
with both the child and the adult. From the director’s introductory prayer, expressing the
desire to listen and respond, to a child’s “my body is happy” closing, spiritual directors
serve as bridge builders between God and their directees throughout the session.
Conclusion
The children at Haven House often come from unchurched homes. Most of the
language and knowledge they have about God originates from what they have seen on
popular television. However, many children can recall a personal experience they have
had that runs counter to pop cultural associations of God. During a session of play-filled
direction, my directee, Bradley told the story of the night his Dad was arrested. Bradley
was afraid, confused and hiding when the police entered their tiny apartment and
handcuffed his Dad. As Bradley recalled, in the midst of the yelling and fear, “God’s
Mom” peeked her head around the corner and suddenly Bradley felt safe.297 I asked
divinely curious questions and Bradley reflected on his experience. He came to the
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conclusion that God loved him so much God sent God’s very own mother to protect him.
At that point Bradley was invited to paint a prayer about this experience. God was present
and guiding; Bradley’s life was the tool that was used, the life of Jesus, mirrored in Mary,
resulted in the desire to be nearer to this God who protects. As a spiritual director with
children, it is my work to listen for these movements of God. Directors with children give
these moments voice, and provide a safe place for them to reflect. In those times the light
of the Trinity, who longs to be in an ever-deepening relationship with children, shines.
The field of spiritual direction with children is developing. From Irenaeus’
awareness of the Imago Dei and Augustine’s theology of original sin through Luther’s
ideas on autonomy and Bushnell’s Christian Nurture, the church has been moving toward
the point of acknowledging children as full participants in the kingdom of God. This
acknowledgment has taken the form of Sunday School initiatives and Godly Play birthed
through the work of Cavalletti and Berryman. The Sunday School initiative gave a new
understanding of the intellectual and spiritual development of children. Through play and
wonder, Godly Play helped honor childhood and whole person engagement as way of
formation. The research that has come out of the Children’s Spirituality Movement has
helped to acknowledge and encourage each child’s various experience of God. Both
Sunday School and Godly Play are missing a trained listening companion for children
who is able to help children recognize and respond to God in their lives. The Children’s
Spirituality Movement has yet to develop methods of helping children respond to their
experience of God. The time for methods and practices of spiritual direction with children
has come.
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Spiritual direction with children assists the historical progression toward
acknowledging children as full participants in the kingdom of God. Spiritual direction
engages the four elements of children’s spiritual formation: God’s self, human lives, the
incarnational life of Jesus and spiritual practices, and honors childhood as a fully
functioning way of being and whole person engagement as a way of formation. Spiritual
direction with children opens the space for children to hear the invitation of Love and to
respond.

SECTION 4: ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION
The previous sections have offered a look at the Christian historical progression
of children’s spiritual formation seen through the lens of embracing childhood as fully
functioning way of being and whole person engagement as a way of formation. Spiritual
formation with children has developed from adult-centered ways of knowing and
engaging with God to child-centered. It has also moved from spiritual formation models
that mostly relied on adult powers of reason to models that engage all the aspects of the
person, which is more childlike. Due to this progression, the time has come to develop a
program for the spiritual direction of children. This Artifact is a training program for
spiritual directors with children.
When children have a listening companion who hears, acknowledges and
encourages their early experiences with God; these experiences take root and blossom
into life-long relationship. While parents are essential listening companions, children
need additional adults who are present to listen and encourage them in their life with
God. The practice of children’s spiritual direction can provide a listening companion who
is trained to see childhood as a fully functional way of being and who can notice the
movement of God within this space in life.
Adults who may want to be trained as spiritual directors with children are
children’s pastors, pastors, parents, teachers, and spiritual directors. For the purposes of
this work, the training program is formatted as a three credit hour academic course. The
course, tentative titled Spiritual Direction with Children: Meaning and Method, is shaped
as an independent study course. It consists of twelve topics each containing a threesegment, twenty to twenty-five minute video, a reflection opportunity, assigned reading,
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and a child-like intentional spiritual practices administered via group test. Students will
also practice contemplative listening with a child twenty minutes each week and will
write a reflection of their experiences. For the last five weeks students will practice
spiritual direction with children, directing at least one child weekly and recording their
own reflective responses through Video Verbatims.
Alternatively Spiritual Direction with Children: Meaning and Method can be
shaped as a hybrid-course, online course, or in-class lecture-style course. I am planning to
begin the first independent study course in the Fall of 2017.

SECTION 5: ARTIFACT SPECIFICATION

•

Goals and Strategies:
o A listening companion for children in their life with God
o Children’s experiences of God to be acknowledged and encouraged
o Children to practice various ways to connect with God
o Adults to acquire the skills to be a listening companion with children
o Adults to grasp childhood spirituality
o Adults to learn and practice whole person engagement as a way of formation
o Adults to integrate their childhood image of God into their adult lives
o Teach an independent study course on Spiritual Direction with Children
o Assessment:
§

After taking the course do adults feel as though they have connected
with and been helpful companions to children?

§

Are children growing in their life with God? Assessed by frequent and
deepening recognitions of God’s presence with them and frequent and
deepening times of responding to God’s presence.

o Other Venues: retreats and conferences for Renovaré and Good Dirt
Ministries, workshop for Spiritual Directors International, rework for
workshop or retreat with parents and grandparents, create a webinar version
for parents.
•

Audience:
o Primary Audience: Spiritual directors, teachers, pastors, children’s pastors
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o Benefits for the Audience: learn and practice the skills of being a listening
companion for children and able to help children to recognize and respond to
the movement of God in their lives and integrate their own childhood
spirituality into their adult lives.
•

Scope and Content:
o 12 week, 3 credit course, independent study
§

20-25 minute teaching video consisting of 10-15 minute teaching on
the weekly topic, 5 minute introduction to the childlike intentional
practice of the week, 3-5 minute interview with a child, inviting the
child to describe his or her spiritual experiences in his or her own
words.

§

Weekly reading, weekly reflective reading log, weekly childlike
intentional practice via group text, weekly contemplative listening
with a child and reflection, five spiritual direction with children
sessions and accompanying Video Verbatims.

§

Three Skype or face time sessions with instructor and at least two
sessions with a trained spiritual director.

•

Budget:
o Personnel/administrative costs: $5,000- $7,000.
o Depending on the class size an additional person trained in spiritual direction
with children may be needed to help mentor students and view video
verbatims.

•

Promotion:
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o Marketing: Good Dirt Ministries website and Facebook page, Renovaré
website, Lacy Finn Borgo’s Facebook page, George Fox Evangelical
Seminary
•

Action Plan:
o Teach a class to begin Fall 2017.
o

Evaluate the various methodologies and practices through student
evaluations.

SECTION 6: POSTSCRIPIT
When I began practicing spiritual direction with children four years ago, all I had
was an intuitive leaning that children were having a vibrant relationship with God right
under our noses. I am grateful to the children who gave me a peek into their interior lives
and taught me much of what I needed to know to begin. While researching the history of
children’s spiritual development it was evident that each generation sought to serve
children in the best way they knew how. They cared deeply for the children in their midst
and within their cultural parameters they employed new-to-them methods for the spiritual
development of children. Each new initiative built on the one before it. Children’s
spiritual development is an evolving discipline based on changing cultural ideas about
childhood and children and our ever-deepening understanding about God’s inclusive
kingdom. Spiritual direction with children is now sprouting in the good soil tilled for the
last seventeen hundred years.
The temptation is to think that all previous methods of children’s spiritual
development are wrong or at best misguided. Throughout this process I learned that some
ideas and practices are still helpful for today and some have outlived their usefulness.
Spiritual direction with children is an additional tool for the spiritual development of
children, not a replacement for tools that are working. There is no need to replace Sunday
School in settings where it is useful. Godly Play is used in thousands of churches for
good reason. However, I do wonder how Sunday School or children’s church might
change if the adult leaders were trained as listening companions for children. I wonder in
what ways the worship service might shift if the entire pastoral staff was trained in the
spiritual formation of children, who are a largely alienated part of a congregation. I also
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wonder how children’s spiritual development would deepen if parents were trained in
spiritual direction with their children.
It is my hope that this dissertation helps to move us toward including children as
full and equal participants in the kingdom of God. More research needs to be done in the
arena of creative endeavor as prayer, as children are endlessly creative. Certainly more
research can be done on how children process knowledge of God through the various
aspects of their person and how relationship with God informs behavior. My desire is to
continue studying how the soul of the child develops and interacts with God particularly
by looking at the different aspect of God each child reflects systematized in the nine
different person types of the Enneagram.
I would also like to write a series of books on spiritual direction with children. I
see a particular need to tell the stories of children. It would be advantageous to write a
book for adults and also to partner with children to write a children’s book on
experiences of God for children. As I hope to teach a course on direction with children, a
text that lays out the process would also be helpful.
It is my intention to create a variation of this course for parents. I can envision
models that accommodate stay at home parents as well as working parents. I hope that
adults will begin to understand, acknowledge and encourage a child’s life with God. I
hope that children will be afforded a listening companion willing and able to walk with
them in their own unique human journey of transformation.

APPENDIX 1: ADDITIONAL DIVINELY CURIOUS QUESTIONS
What is one thing you are thankful for?
How does a special person or creature in your life make you feel?298
A question I have is_______?
Something I want to remember when I grow up is?
I wonder about?
I feel__ when ___?
I am thankful for? Something I have trouble with is__?
Sometimes I feel?
When I’m at my best, I am like a __?
Something I want to remember about today is? Something I am grateful for?299
What do you say to God?
What does God say to you?
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APPENDIX 2: CHILDLIKE VERSION OF PSALM 23
God is my shepherd.
I am a sheep
The shepherd makes sure I have everything I need.
The shepherd leads me to safe pastures where I can lie down and rest.
The shepherd leads me to green pastures where I can find grass to eat.
The shepherd leads me to pools of water where I can drink.
The shepherd heals all the parts of me that are broken or hurt.
Sometimes we walk through a dark valley, sometimes a death valley.
But I am not afraid, because the Shepherd is with me.
The Shepherd walks next to me.
The Shepherd’s trusty crook makes me feel safe.
You, Good Shepherd will take care of me even when I am surrounded by enemies.
You, Good Shepherd give me food, good food.
You, Good Shepherd still choose me, like me, when no one else does.
I am surrounded by good. I am surrounded by kindness.
You, are my home Good Shepherd, I live in you and you live in me.
Forever.
Worship Woodworks has sets of wooden manipulatives on Psalm 23 as well as
sets on the life of Jesus.
http://www.worshipwoodworks.com/
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APPENDIX 3: LIFE WITH JESUS IMAGES

These images and others like them can be purchased from the artist Jeannette Fernandez.
She can be contacted by email at jeannettemarie7@gmail.com.
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APPENDIX 4: A CHILDLIKE ADAPTATION OF
THE LORD’S PRAYER WITH BODIES300

Say: “My Father/Mother who is near me.”
Stand erect with your feet shoulder-with apart and arms stretched to the sky.
Say: “May everyone love your name.”
Keep your body in the same position and smile the biggest smile you have toward God.
Say: “May You continue to make the world whole—just as heaven is whole in You.”
Sweep your arms wide opening up to heaven, then down by your side like you are holding
a large basket.
Say: “Give me today, the things I need for today.”
Sit down on the floor and open your hands for what you need. Imagine what you need in
your hands. Receive it and pour it into your heart or mouth or mind. Do this over and
over until you have asked for all you need.
Say: “Forgive me as I am learning to forgive others.”
Place one hand on your heart and the other hand open to receive, think about something
that happened this week that made you feel sad or hurt. Talk to God about it. When you
have finished wrap both arms around yourself in a big hug.
Say: “Rescue me from trials and anything bad.”
From the sitting position come up to your knees and place your hands on your waist.
Hold in your mind a worry you have. Ask God to help you with it.

300
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Say: “You, God, are in charge. And You have all the power and all the glory—which is
just the way I want it.”
Stand up and run around grabbing power and glory and strength and put it in an
imaginary basket and then lift the basket up to God.
Say: “Let it be!”
Jump for joy!

APPENDIX 5: ARTIFACT
SPIRITUAL DIRECTION WITH CHIDREN: MEANING AND METHOD
The following artifact is a course for the formation of spiritual directors with
children. The course, tentative titled Spiritual Direction with Children: Meaning and
Method, is shaped as an independent study course. The course consists of twelve topics
each containing a three-segment, twenty to twenty-five minute video, a reflection
opportunity, assigned reading, and a child-like intentional spiritual practice administered
via group test. Students will also practice contemplative listening with a child twenty
minutes each week and will write a reflection of their experiences. For the last five weeks
students will practice spiritual direction with children, directing at least one child weekly
and recording their own reflective responses through Video Verbatims.
The three main elements for this course are the syllabus, the instructor’s notes and
teaching videos. The teaching videos can be found on YouTube.301 They are also
embedded in the course syllabus. The teaching videos contain three instructive
components. The first component is an eight to twelve minute teaching segment on the
weekly topic. The second component is a three to five minute introduction to the
childlike spiritual discipline of the week. The third component is a three to five minute
segment dedicated to children speaking about their life with God in their own words.
While adults can read about children’s experiences, hearing them from children
themselves helps adults get a deeper and clearer understanding of those experiences. The
independent study course is scheduled to begin the Fall of 2017.
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Spiritual Direction with Children: 12 Teaching Videos
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLDf605JmJD-L-Hfm4PdiycXJnPDtBmShs.
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Course Name:

Spiritual Direction with Children: Meaning and Method

Course Instructor:
Lacy Finn Borgo

Credit Hours: 3

Course Description: Spiritual Direction with Children: Meaning and Method is designed
to form adults into listening companions for children. Through readings and experiences,
adults will learn about and practice spiritual direction with children as a formational
practice that supports a child’s life with God and is an essential component for children’s
Christian spiritual formation.

Course Outcomes:
As a result of this course, students will:
•

Learn the four elements of children’s spiritual formation: God’s self, the child’s
life, the incarnational life of Jesus and intentional practices.

•

Grow in their skills and posture to be a listening presence for children.

•

Explore and reflect upon the student’s own childhood experiences of God in the
presence of a trained spiritual director.

•

Engage in intentional child-like spiritual practices that are natural to children.
Introduction and instruction for these practices will be delivered via video
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segment and text. *Be sure your instructor has your cell phone number for
texting.
•

Describe, practice and implement the distinctive elements in the practice of
spiritual direction with children.

Course Format: This course has been formatted for independent study mentored by the
instructor. It consists of twelve weekly topics containing a 3-segment, 20-25 minute
video, reflection opportunity, assigned reading, and intentional practice via text. Students
will also practice contemplative listening with a child twenty minutes each week and will
write a reflection of their experience. For the last five weeks students will practice
spiritual direction with children, seeing at least one child weekly and will record a Video
Verbatim using the camera on their phone.

Course Assignments and Requirements:
o Weekly reading
o Engage the 3 Segment Weekly Video: Consisting of 10-15 minute teaching on
the weekly topic, 5 minute introduction to the childlike intentional practice of
the week, 3-5 minute interview with a child, inviting the child to describe his
or her spiritual experiences in his or her own words.
o Weekly Reflective Reading Log, 300-500 words each reflection. Document
with 12 dated reflections due on the last day of the semester.
o Meet with a trained spiritual director at least 2 times over the course to
explore and reflect upon your own childhood experiences of God.
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o Weekly group text engaging intentional child-like spiritual practices that are
natural to children. *Be sure the instructor has your phone number for texting.
o Weekly contemplative listening reflections. Contemplatively listen to at least
one child each week for twenty minutes. See handout for details and
guidelines. Reflections are due to the instructor Saturday at midnight of the
corresponding week. (10 reflections due in total.)
o Five Spiritual Direction with Children sessions and corresponding Video
Verbatims using the camera on phone.
o Participate in three conversations via phone, Skype or face time with
instructor. One in the first four weeks, one in the second four weeks, and one
in the last four weeks.
o 2000-word Essay. Describe spiritual formation with children and how spiritual
direction with children supports a child’s life with God. Plus a 1000-word
practical essay outlining and describing your vision, metaphor and
implementation of spiritual direction with children, and what you learned
from your experiences contemplatively listening to children, in direction with
children and from your Video Verbatims.
o Use MS Word
o Title of file: "lastname_sdwcFinalpaper.doc"
§

Example: Smith_sdwcFinalpaper.doc

o Title page with the following information:
§

Student Name, Course, Instructor,

§

Doubled spaced,
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§

12-point font, 1-inch margins,

§

"Times New Roman" font style

§

Follow Kate L. Turabian guidelines

Required Texts:
Delval, Marie-Helene Images of God: For Young Children. Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdmans, 2010. (children’s picture book)
Delval, Marine-Helene Psalms: For Young Children. Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans,
2003. (children’s picture book)
Jelenek, Frank X. Journey to the Heart: Centering Prayer for Children. Brewster, MA:
Paraclete Press, 2008. (children’s picture book)
Linn, Dennis, Shelia Fabricant Linn and Matthew Linn. What Is My Song? Mahwah, NJ:
Paulist Press, 2005. (children’s picture book)
Linn, Dennis, Shelia Fabricant Linn and Matthew Linn. Making Heart-Bread. Mahwah,
NJ: Paulist Press, 2006. (children’s picture book)
Meehan, Bridget and Regina Madonna Oliver. Heart Talks with Mother God.
Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1995. (children’s picture book)
MacBeth, Sybil. Praying in Color: Kids Edition. Brewster, MA: Paraclete Press, 2009.
(children’s book)
Miller, James E. The Art of Listening in a Healing Way. Fort Wayne, IN: Willowgreen,
2003.
Nye, Rebecca. Children’s Spirituality: What It Is and Why It Matters. London: Church
House Publishing, 2009.
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Pickering, Sue. Spiritual Direction: A Practical Introduction. Norwich, Canterbury:
Canterbury Press, 2008.
Stairs, Jean. Listening for the Soul: Pastoral Care and Spiritual Direction, Minneapolis,
MN: Augsburg Fortress Press, 2000. (We will only read chapter 6 for this class.)
Suggested Texts:
Cavalletti, Sofia. The Religious Potential of the Child: Experiencing Scripture and
Liturgy with Young Children. 2nd English ed. Chicago, IL: Liturgy Training
Publication, 1992.
Cloyd, Betty Shannon. Children and Prayer: A Shared Pilgrimage. Nashville, TN: Upper
Room, 1997.
Coles, Robert. The Spiritual Life of Children. Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin, 1990.
Hackenberg, Rachel G. Writing to God: Kid’s Edition. Brewester, MA: Paraclete Press,
2012. (children’s book)
Hay, David and Rebecca Nye. The Spirit of the Child. Revised ed. London: Kingsley
Publishers, 2006.
Ladwig, Tim. The Lord’s Prayer. Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans Books for Young
Readers, 2000. (children’s picture book)
Ortberg, John with Scott Rubin. The Me I Want to Be: Becoming God’s Best Version of
You, Teen Edition. Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2010.
Stonehouse, Catherine, and Scottie May. Listening to Children on the Spiritual Journey:
Guidance for Those Who Teach and Nurture. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Academic, 2010.
Tolbert, La Verne. Exploring and Engaging Spirituality for Today’s Children: A Holistic
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Approach. Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2014.
Williams, Margery. The Velveteen Rabbit. New York, NY: Doubleday, 1991. (children’s
picture book)

Assignments Due Dates: You are required to meet all deadlines for assignments and
activities as outlined in this syllabus. Late work will automatically lose one letter grade
following the submission deadline and further grade for each weekday it is delinquent
beyond the due date. You will need to contact the instructor, preferably in advance, for
consideration due to extenuating circumstances.

Course Workload: The total number of work hours for a 3-credit course is 125-135
hours over the course of a semester. Because people work at different rates, the actual
number of hours per individual may vary.

Course Schedule
Week One: My first experience of God: Our image of God is shaped in childhood
o Watch Week One Video: click on the link or cut and paste into your browser
https://youtu.be/2Y3wJ5L3SvE
o Read and begin your Reflective Reading Log, 300-500 words.
o The Art of Listening in a Healing Way James E. Miller – whole book
o Children’s Spirituality: What It Is and Why It Matters Rebecca NyeIntroduction and chapter 3
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o Spiritual Direction: A Practical Introduction Sue Pickering- Introduction
and chapter 4
o Schedule meeting with a spiritual director. (2 times over the course of this class.)
o 20 minutes contemplative listening with a child, see handout.
o Write reflection on contemplative listening, 300-500 words, due to instructor by
Saturday midnight, see handout.
o Interact with “Reach for God” spiritual practice with class via text.

Week Two: Spiritual Formation with Children: Four Elements
o Watch Week Two Video: click on the link or cut and paste into your browser
https://youtu.be/orDmixTJDpo
o Read and add to your Reflective Reading Log, 300-500 words.
o What is My Song? Dennis Linn, Sheila Fabricant-Linn and Matthew
Linn- whole book
o Listening for the Soul: Pastoral Care and Spiritual Direction Jean Stairs,
chapter 6, “Children’s Spirituality: Listening for the Soul of the Child
o Children’s Spirituality: What It Is and Why It Matters Rebecca Nyechapter 1
o Spiritual Direction: A Practical Introduction Sue Pickering- chapter 1
o Schedule or meet with your director. (2 times over the course of this class.)
o 20 minutes contemplative listening with a child, see handout.
o Write reflection on contemplative listening, 300-500 words, due to instructor by
Saturday midnight, see handout.
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o Interact with “Release the Fear of Being Wrong” spiritual practice with class via
text.

Week Three: The Gift of Ears
o Watch Week Three Video: click on the link or cut and paste into your browser
https://youtu.be/aV16N2KxVQ8
o Read and add to your Reflective Reading Log, 300-500 words.
o Making Heart-Bread Dennis Linn, Shelia Fabricant-Linn and Matthew
Linn- whole book
o Children’s Spirituality: What It Is and Why It Matters Rebecca Nyechapter 2
o Spiritual Direction: A Practical Introduction Sue Pickering- Introduction
to Chapters 2 and 3- chapter 2
o Schedule or meet with your director. (2 times over the course of this class.)
o 20 minutes contemplative listening with a child, see handout.
o Write reflection on contemplative listening, 300-500 words, due to instructor by
Saturday midnight, see handout.
o Interact with “Sync Your Parts” spiritual practice with class via text.

Week Four: Spiritual Direction with Children: What it is, What it is not
o Watch Week Four Video: click on the link or cut and paste into your browser
https://youtu.be/2R3w-E0V8uA
o Read and add to your Reflective Reading Log, 300-500 words.
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o Journey to the Heart: Centering Prayer for Children Frank X. Jelenekwhole book
o Children’s Spirituality: What It Is and Why It Matters Rebecca Nyechapter 4
o Spiritual Direction: A Practical Introduction Sue Pickering- chapter 3
o Schedule or meet with your director. (2 times over the course of this class.)
o 20 minutes contemplative listening with a child, see handout.
o Write reflection on contemplative listening, 300-500 words, due to instructor by
Saturday midnight, see handout.
o Interact with “Play” spiritual practice with class via text.

Week Five: Posture, Power, and Physical Space
o Watch Week Five Video: click on the link or cut and paste into your browser
https://youtu.be/Qx8vwlAVQQA
o Read and add to your Reflective Reading Log, 300-500 words.
o Praying in Color: Kids Edition Sybil MacBeth- whole book
o Children’s Spirituality: What It Is and Why It Matters Rebecca Nyechapter 5
o Spiritual Direction: A Practical Introduction Sue Pickering- chapter 5
o Schedule or meet with your director. (2 times over the course of this class.)
o 20 minutes contemplative listening with a child, see handout.
o Write reflection on contemplative listening, 300-500 words, due to instructor by
Saturday midnight, see handout.
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o Interact with “Imagine” spiritual practice with class via text.

Week Six: Play and Projection
o Watch Week Six Video: click on the link or cut and paste into your browser
https://youtu.be/8dj5YJbn68Y
o Read and add to your Reflective Reading Log, 300-500 words.
o Images of God: For Young Children Marie-Helene Delval- roughly half
of the book
o Children’s Spirituality: What It Is and Why It Matters Rebecca Nyechapter 6
o Spiritual Direction: A Practical Introduction Sue Pickering- chapter 6
and conclusion
o Schedule or meet with your director. (2 times over the course of this class.)
o 20 minutes contemplative listening with a child, see handout.
o Write reflection on contemplative listening, 300-500 words, due to instructor by
Saturday midnight, see handout.
o Interact with “Pay Attention” spiritual practice with class via text.

Week Seven: Recognize and Respond
o Watch Week Seven Video: click on the link or cut and paste into your browser
https://youtu.be/lb4qo-X37yI
o Read and add to your Reflective Reading Log, 300-500 words.
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o Images of God: For Young Children Marie-Helene Delval- complete the
book
o Children’s Spirituality: What It Is and Why It Matters Rebecca Nyechapter 7
o Imaginatively read Matthew 18:1-14
§

How to read with your imagination: 1. Take two minutes before
reading and center your heart, mind and body. 2. Invite the Holy
Spirit to speak to you through your imagination 3. Read the
passage through once, get the general picture of the passage, who
is present, where is it occurring, what is happening? 4. Read the
passage again, this time imagine that you are present. Where are
you? Who are you? What do you see? What do you smell? What
do you hear? What do you taste? What do you touch? 5. Stay in
the passage let the Holy Spirit guide you in and through this
passage. 6. What is it the Spirit wants you to know or experience?
“Listen with the ear of your heart.” -St. Benedict 7. Write your
response.

o Schedule or meet with your director. (2 times over the course of this class.)
o 20 minutes contemplative listening with a child, see handout.
o Write reflection on contemplative listening, 300-500 words, due to instructor by
Saturday midnight, see handout.
o Interact with “Reach for God” spiritual practice with class via text.
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o Meet with a child in spiritual direction, complete Video Verbatim, due to
instructor by Saturday midnight, see handout.

Week Eight: Divinely Curious Questions
o Watch Week Eight Video: click on the link or cut and paste into your browser
https://youtu.be/gfvjGSgJcyM
o Read and add to your Reflective Reading Log, 300-500 words.
o Imaginatively read John 6:1-12
§

How to read with your imagination: 1. Take two minutes before
reading and center your heart, mind and body. 2. Invite the Holy
Spirit to speak to you through your imagination 3. Read the
passage through once, get the general picture of the passage, who
is present, where is it occurring, what is happening? 4. Read the
passage again, this time imagine that you are present. Where are
you? Who are you? What do you see? What do you smell? What
do you hear? What do you taste? What do you touch? 5. Stay in
the passage let the Holy Spirit guide you in and through this
passage. 6. What is it the Spirit wants you to know or experience?
“Listen with the ear of your heart.” -St. Benedict 7. Write your
response.

o Psalms: For Young Children Marine-Helene Delval- roughly half of the
book
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o Heart Talks with Mother God Bridget Meehan and Regina Madonna
Oliver- Introduction- p17.
o Schedule or meet with your director. (2 times over the course of this class.)
o 20 minutes contemplative listening with a child, see handout.
o Write reflection on contemplative listening, 300-500 words, due to instructor by
Saturday midnight, see handout.
o Interact with “Release the Fear of Being Wrong” spiritual practice with class via
text.
o Meet with a child in spiritual direction, complete Video Verbatim, due to
instructor by Saturday midnight, see handout.

Week Nine: Whole Person Prayer
o Watch Week Nine Video: click on the link or cut and paste into your browser
https://youtu.be/v9GhDbA4SOY
o Read and add to your Reflective Reading Log, 300-500 words.
o Imaginatively read Luke 8:40-56
§

See weeks 7 and 8 for instructions on Imaginative Reading

o Psalms: For Young Children Marine-Helene Delval- complete the book
o Heart Talks with Mother God Bridget Meehan and Regina Madonna
Oliver pp.18- 27
o Schedule or meet with your director. (2 times over the course of this class.)
o 20 minutes contemplative listening with a child, see handout.
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o Write reflection on contemplative listening, 300-500 words, due to instructor by
Saturday midnight, see handout.
o Interact with “Sync Your Parts” spiritual practice with class via text.
o Meet with a child in spiritual direction, complete Video Verbatim, due to
instructor by Saturday midnight, see handout.

Week Ten: Tending the Spirit
o Watch Week Ten Video: click on the link or cut and paste into your browser
https://youtu.be/EQX4BkW-z9g
o Read and add to your Reflective Reading Log, 300-500 words.
o Imaginatively read Mark 9:14-29
§

See weeks 7 and 8 for instructions on Imaginative Reading

o Heart Talks with Mother God Bridget Meehan and Regina Madonna
Oliver pp. 28-44.
o Schedule or meet with your director. (2 times over the course of this class.)
o 20 minutes contemplative listening with a child, see handout.
o Write reflection on contemplative listening, 300-500 words, due to instructor by
Saturday midnight, see handout.
o Interact with “Play” spiritual practice with class via text.
o Meet with a child in spiritual direction, complete Video Verbatim, due to
instructor by Saturday midnight, see handout.

Week Eleven: Children and Loss
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o Watch Week Eleven Video: click on the link or cut and paste into your browser
https://youtu.be/nbDBtYtyX3U
o Read and add to your Reflective Reading Log, 300-500 words.
o Imaginatively read Matthew 19: 13-15
§

See weeks 7 and 8 for instructions on Imaginative Reading

o Schedule or meet with your director. (2 times over the course of this class.)
o 20 minutes contemplative listening with a child, see handout.
o Interact with “Imagine” spiritual practice with class via text.
o Meet with a child in spiritual direction, complete Video Verbatim, due to
instructor by Saturday midnight, see handout.
o Begin working on Final Paper.

Week Twelve: Blessing
o Watch Week Twelve Video: click on the link or cut and paste into your browser
https://youtu.be/RykOsvj4hj0
o Read and add to your Reflective Reading Log, 300-500 words.
o Imaginatively read 1 Samuel 3:1-10
§

See weeks 7 and 8 for instructions on Imaginative Reading

o 20 minutes contemplative listening with a child, see handout.
o Interact with “Pay Attention” spiritual practice with class via text.
o Final Paper due the last day of class.
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Allotment of Course Hours:
Reading and Instruction

65 hrs.

Contemplative Listening and Reflection

12 hrs.

Intentional Spiritual Practice

10 hrs.

Spiritual Direction with Children

10 hrs.

Video Verbatims

8 hrs.

Conversations with spiritual director and instructor 5 hrs.
Final Paper

25 hrs.
_________________
135 hrs. total

Grading Values of Each Assignment
Reading and Reading Log

20%

Contemplative Listening and Reflections

20%

Engagement in Spiritual Practices via Text

10%

Spiritual Direction with Children and Verbatims

20%

Conversation with Spiritual Director and Instructor 10%
Final Paper

20%
___________________
Total 100

Spiritual Direction with Children: Meaning and Method
Instructor Notes and Handouts
Reflective Reading Log Guidelines:
The reflective reading log is designed to help you to pay attention to strong emotions or
thoughts you may encounter in your reading. Before you begin reading invite the Spirit to
guide your thoughts and feelings, to bring clarity and understanding. Then while
attending the reading, also attend to your own reactions and responses. When something
resonates with your own experiences, or with your own thoughts, or feelings, or when
you feel a strong opposition or question to something you have read, pause and write
300-500 words on the topic. This is your reflective reading log. One log entry per week is
required. Likely you will have many thoughts and feelings throughout your weekly
reading, but you only need to write on one of them. Please include the following in each
week’s entry.
•

Your name

•

Date of the reading

•

Title of the reading and page number

•

Week number

•

300-500 word response

Example of the Reflective Reading Log:
Jim Smith
9/15/17- Week One
Spiritual Direction: A Practice Introduction p. 125-126
(300-500 word, entry)
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Intentional Practices That Are Natural to Children: Weekly Text Prompts, Monday,
Wednesday and Friday

Week One: Reach for God
Monday: When children are anxious, worried or afraid they reach for the
strongest person they know and trust. How about you? What or who do you reach for? A
person? Carbohydrates? (guilty!) Shopping? Your phone? In 120 characters, or a
photograph, group text your response. This week when you find yourself reachingpause- then pray this breath prayer, (inhale) “God is with me,” (exhale) “I am safe.”
Wednesday: Notice how your body feels when you are anxious or worried. Take a
selfie of the part of your body that anxiety effects. (Keep it PG! J) Is it a furrowed brow,
tight shoulders, pursed lips? Group text it. This week when you sense your body’s
anxiety or worry cues pray this breath prayer, (inhale) “God is with me,” (exhale) “I am
safe.”
Friday: Checking in… in 120 characters when did you notice your anxiety or
fear? When did you pray the breath prayer in the last two days? Group text it. Was it
helpful or not so much?
Week Two: Release the Fear of Being Wrong
Monday: Ever notice that young children are NOT afraid of being wrong? With a
friendly concoction of risk and humility they simply give what they’ve got- right or not.
This opens them up to the mystery and grace of God as well as the chance for deep
learning. Reflect on your life and ministry- in what ways are you holding back because
you fear being wrong? In 120 characters group text a simple prayer asking for release.
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Wednesday: Think back over the last 48 hours, notice when you used words to
manage being “right.” Words that convey absolutes like “should,” “ought,” “must,” are
often cues that we’re working hard to be right. Group text the word you use most and
your simple prayer asking for release.
Friday: Checking in… in 120 characters what patterns of fear did you notice?
When did your simple prayer of release come to mind?
Week Three: Sync Your Parts
Monday: Children have not yet had to split the parts of their person. When they
have the feeling of sadness, their bodies cry. When they feel angry, they throw a fit. Even
if it’s at Target during the Christmas rush! They embody an authenticity that we adults
often lose. As we grow up we learn to split the self, we learn to hide our feelings behind
our bodies, to ignore the promptings of our spirit. In essence we teach our parts to speak
different messages. Notice when you feel a strong emotion and pause. Notice if your
body or spirit is connecting with this emotion. In the next 48 hours, group text a picture
that represents this emotion.
Wednesday: Notice when you feel a strong emotion and pause. Notice if your
body or spirit is connecting with this emotion. In 120 characters or a photograph, group
text an honest whole-person response to your strong emotion.
Friday: Checking in…. what patterns of splitting yourself did you notice? In 120
characters what part of yourself do you predominately respond from? (Feelings, body,
mind, spirit?)
Week Four: Play
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Monday: The first language of childhood is play. Think about that for a minute…
your first language was play. Do one thing this week that is just plain fun and involves
deep concentration. Group text a photograph of yourself playing in this way.
Wednesday: Do one thing this week that is creative and causes you to lose track
of time. Try painting, dancing, building something (think blocks or Legos). Group text
your creative playing.
Friday: Checking in…. In 120 characters how did it feel to play? Did it come easy
or was it a struggle? How often did you check the time?
Week Five: Imagine
Monday: Young children use their imaginative powers for good. It’s only as we
grow older that imagination takes on fear and transforms into worry and anxiety. This
week practice using your imagination for good. Today, when you see a bird- stop and
watch the bird. Imagine how it lives, how it eats, sleeps, its migratory pattern. See its
color, its form. Listen for its song. Imagine God smiling at God’s creation. Group text a
photograph of your bird.
Wednesday: Scroll through all the texted photographs of birds… Imagine God
smiling. Scroll through all the text photographs of your classmates playing from last
week. Imagine God smiling at God’s creation. Take a selfie- take a good long look at
yourself, Imagine God looking at you and smiling.
Friday: Checking in… In 120 characters how easy or difficult was it to engage
your imagination for good? How did it feel?
Week Six: Pay Attention
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Monday: Adults notoriously instruct children to “Pay Attention.” However, if we
reflect on children’s ways, it’s easy to see that they are paying attention. They are paying
attention to everything- just maybe not what we wish they were at the time. This week
pay attention to your own longings. As adults we have often had to shut our ears to our
inner desires. When you experience a strong emotion this week, check in internally.
Pause and ask yourself, “What is it that I really want?” Group text a representative photo
of that desire.
Wednesday: Surface desire is different that deep desire. Surface desire is often
fueled by reaction. Deep desire is fueled by our deepest and truest self. When paying
attention to your desire this week, ask yourself, “What is fueling this desire?” Group text
a representative photo of the fuel.
Friday: Checking in… In 120 characters what desires did you notice? Deep or
surface, or a mixture of both?
Week Seven: Reach for God
Monday: Children are often gloriously oblivious. You were never meant to be
omniscient. Studies have shown that while social media connects us; it also causes a
marked rise in anxiety and worry. This week play with fasting social media. Choose one
of these fasts: a) fast media for one 24 hour period? Notice the rise or fall of anxiety. b)
fast media after 3pm all week long. Group text your choice.
Wednesday: Children look to the most heroic person they know for affirmation.
How about you? Whose affirmation are you seeking? How does media affect your search
for affirmation? Group text a short prayer.
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Friday: Checking in… in 120 characters how did fasting social media affect the
presence or absence of affirmation?
Week Eight: Release the Fear of Being Wrong
Monday: Our fear of being wrong can be hidden. One way to draw it out into the
light of truth is to let others have the last word. This week when you find yourself in a
discussion or disagreement practice allowing another to have the last word. Group text
how you feel about this idea.
Wednesday: When have you had the chance to allow another to have the last
word? Group text a photographic representation of your internal posture when this
happens.
Friday: Checking in… in 120 characters how did allowing another to have the last
word expose your fear of being wrong?
Week Nine: Sync Your Parts
Monday: Pray Psalm 23 with your body everyday this week. (See handout for
guidance) Try it as soon as you get out of bed and before getting into bed at night. If you
have children invite them to join and/or lead you. Group text a photographic
representation.
Wednesday: Keep praying Psalm 23. What resistance do you feel? Body? Mind?
Time? Group text your response.
Friday: Checking in… in 120 characters what shifts did you notice? Shift in body
posture? Shift in your heart’s posture?
Week Ten: Play
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Monday: One day this week forgo your agenda and do something fun that
involves your body. Write it into your calendar. Some examples might be: swinging,
climbing a tree, playing in the mud, or slowly eating an ice cream while watching the
clouds go by. Group text your “something fun” and the day you’ve planned to do it.
Wednesday: Group text a photographic representation of your “something fun.”
Or group text the internal or external resistance you are experiencing.
Friday: Checking in… in 120 characters how did it feel to play?
Week Eleven: Imagine
Monday: “Reason is the natural order of truth, but imagination is the organ of
meaning.” C.S. Lewis, Exercise your imagination: Read Mark 10:13-16, imaginatively.
Use the instructions from your syllabus. Imagine that you are “the people” who are
bringing children to him. Ask yourself, “What is your motive for bringing the children?”
Enter into a conversation with Jesus about your motive. Group text a snippet of that
conversation.
Wednesday: Read Mark 10:13-16, imaginatively. Use the instructions from your
syllabus. Imagine that you are “the disciples” who spoke sternly to them. Ask yourself,
“Why did you speak sternly?” “How does the presence of children change this setting?”
Enter into a conversation with Jesus about the changes children bring. Group text a
snippet of that conversation.
Friday: Read Mark 10:13-16, imaginatively. Use the instructions from your
syllabus. Image that you are “the children.” Ask yourself “How does it feel to be brought
to Jesus?” “What do you feel like doing when you hear the disciples speak sternly about
your presence?” and lastly feel the touch of Jesus on your body, hear him use his words
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to defend you, smell his breath, touch his face, talk with him. Group text a photographic
representation of how you feel in his presence.
Week Twelve: Pay Attention
Monday: “The Truth you seek is not hidden from you; you simply do not notice it.
It is here for you if you will only awake.” Reb Yerachmiel ben Yisrael. Open your eyes
to goodness. Group text a photographic representation of 5 instances of goodness you are
awake to.
Wednesday: Dallas Willard has said that beauty is goodness made manifest to the
senses. Open your eyes to beauty. Group text a photographic representation of 5 instances
of beauty you are awake to.
Friday: Checking in… in 120 characters what did it feel like to become more
awake to goodness and beauty in your midst?
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Praying Psalm 23 with Your Body

Say: “God is my Shepherd.”
Stand erect with your feet shoulder-width apart and arms stretched to the sky.
Say: “I have everything I need.”
Lower your arms into a basket like you are catching gifts from heaven.
Say: “God helps me to rest when I am tired.”
Curl up on the floor in a fetal position pause here for at least a minute.
Say: “God gives water to my heart and to my body.”
Sit with crossed legs, cup your hands, and receive water from heaven and pour it into
your heart: then receive some more water from heaven and pour it into your mouth.
Say: “God leads me on a safe path, because God loves me.”
Stand up, lift one knee like you are taking a step and hold that leg at a 90-degree angle
for 10 seconds. Then lower your leg and do the same with your other knee and leg.
Say: “When I am afraid, I can reach out and touch God, because God is with me.”
Close your eyes reach forward with your arms, palms up, and let your imagination help
you to feel the presence of God.
Say: “God will protect me. God will comfort me.”
Wrap your arms around yourself. On the first phrase right arm over left, on the second
phrase left arm over right
Say: “God has given me so much, I can share with others.”
Sit crossing your legs: cup your hands and scoop love from your heart; and pour it out
on those you imagine are around you.
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Say: “God is good to me and gives me extra chances.”
Lay with your back on the floor and imagine one goodness from God: hold it in your
mind.
Say: “I get to live with God forever.”
Close your eyes and imagine living in a house with God. Stay here for as long as you can
stand it.
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Spiritual Direction with Children: Meaning and Method
Contemplative Listening With Children

Contemplatively listen to at least one child each week for twenty minutes. You may
listen to more than one child, but the total time needs to be twenty minutes per week. It
might be a child you encounter at church or another social context. It might be a child
you know needs a listening ear and you take to get an ice cream or special treat. Be sure
to get their parents permission and let them know that you want to be a supportive
listener to their child. Always listen to a child in a public space or a private space with a
window or open door.
Allow this to be an informal time where you attune to the inner life of the child you
are listening to. Keep the confidentiality of what is shared with you. Do not share with
parents or any other adult without their permission. Get the permission of both the
parents and the child to write about the listening session in your Contemplative Listening
Reflections. Explain to the child that you are learning to be a good listener to children.
Let them know at the beginning that if they share about hurting themselves or others that
you care for them enough to tell someone who can help them. But that this is the only
time you will break their confidence.
•

Contemplative listening starters…
o First, let the child know that you are interested in her or his life.
Communicate that you are here to listen, not to teach or do the talking.
o Would you tell me about a time when you and God did something
together?
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o Would you tell me about a time when you knew that God was with you?
o Would you tell me a story about something very good that happened to
you?
o Would you tell me a story of a very strong emotion you had this week? It
could be happiness or sadness or anger, anything.
o Would you tell me the story of the most beautiful thing you have ever
seen?
o Would you tell me the story of a time when you felt very safe or very
scared?
o I am here to listen, is there something you would like to talk about?
•

When the child speaks pay attention to…
o The child’s body language, what are they saying without saying?
o How they use words, they may have a different vocabulary for what they
are experiencing.
o Notice their feelings and the meanings they make of them.
o Notice when they are silent. Hold that silence open for them without
filling it with your words.
o When you start to drift. It is a hard thing to pay attention to another for an
extended period of time. Notice when your mind starts to drift. What is
happening to your body?
o Notice your own responses of anger, sadness, impatience, judgment, or
surprise.

•

When to speak…
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o To call attention to the Presence and Activity of God in their experiences.
Use phrases such as: I noticed _________. When I hear you say ______,
I wonder if God is saying_________.
o To continue opening the space for the child to share ask questions such as:
Can you say more about that? When did you feel that way before? I don’t
think I understand can you help me?
o There is a temptation to teach children and children have been trained to
gladly give us the floor, so be aware of this urge and keep your responses
short.
o Ask the child if you can pray a blessing prayer when you are finished.
Keep it short. For example. Thank you God for _________. I am grateful
that ______ shared his/her stories with me. Remind ________ that you
love him/her very much and that you are always near. Amen.
As quickly as possible after you have finished listening, complete your Contemplative
Listening Reflection.
Guidelines for the Contemplative Listening Reflection
•

Try to write your reflection to your Contemplative Listening session as soon as is
possible after the session.

•

Before you begin writing, take five minutes to center yourself. Use a breath
prayer, or centering prayer, or Scripture to tune into both your own intuitive
knowledge and the direction of the Spirit. Ask God to show you where God was
at work in the life of the child.

•

Recall your listening experience, what did you notice?
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o Notice repeated phrases, a story of goodness, beauty, a moment of wonder
or awe, or union.
o Notice the presence of pain, sorrow, or shame.
o Notice an experience of God in nature.
o Notice the body language of the child, what is the child saying without
saying.
o Notice tears or the absence of tears.
o Notice your own feelings, your own posture. Notice when your mind
drifts.
•

Write a 500-word reflection on your Contemplative Listening experience. Include
the age of the child, where you noticed the movement of God in the life of the
child, and your own internal thoughts and responses.
o Use MS Word
o Title of file: "lastname_sdwcCLweek1.doc"
§

Correspond title with the week of the listening session

§

Example during week 3: Smith_sdwcCLweek3.doc

o Title page with the following information:
§

Student Name, Course, Instructor, Doubled spaced, 12-point font,
1-inch margins, "Times New Roman" font style

o Due Saturday midnight of the corresponding week.
o Ten Reflections due in total. You are not required to turn in a reflection on
Weeks 11 or 12.
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Spiritual Direction with Children: Meaning and Method
Beginning the Practice
Before beginning a spiritual direction practice it helps to get a sense of the shape
the practice will take for you, the director, and for the greater community that you will
serve. Spend a few days to a few weeks contemplating the metaphor that flows from the
life of your ministry. Hold the children you will meet within your mind and heart and
invite the Spirit to give you a vision of their life with God. Some example metaphors
include: gardener, midwife, shepherd, sheepdog, farmer, small fire, co-pilgrim, tree, and
little flowers.
Let your vision and metaphor inform the way you communicate your ministry. To
begin with you will need permission of both the child and their parents to engage in
direction and to video it for our learning purposes. This is first communicated verbally
and also through a set of permission forms and pamphlets. I am including samples of the
forms I use in Holy Listening, my spiritual direction with children practice. You may use
any phrases in the forms that are helpful. However, let your own metaphor and vision
shape the language and images you use. Hold these loosely as your vision and even your
metaphor may change as you engage with the children. Indeed children are helping us to
understand who they are and what they need.
When the situation allows schedule the first meeting with the child and the parent.
Describe the purpose, the rhythm, and the parameters of direction with children. Invite
the parents and the child to ask any questions that they may have. This is also a good time
to explain and sign the permission forms.
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Holy Listening
a ministry where children are
heard and supported as they seek
to make meaning of the
experiences of their lives

What is Holy Listening?
- a place where children receive undivided attention as they express themselves about the
experiences of their lives.
- a “soul friend” someone who helps children recognize and respond to the presence of God in
their lives.
- confidential. We will never reveal what your child says to anyone unless it is for his or her own
protection. (As mandated by law)
- safe. We observe accepted practices that ensure the child’s safety whenever he or she talks with
us.

With the Holy Spirit as the true Listener, and the child as the center of attention, a Holy
Listener becomes a soul friend with whom children can talk and share. A Holy Listener is
present with undivided attention as the child expresses themselves about the experiences
of their lives. The Holy Listener serves as a witness to the child’s thoughts and feelings
and then helps the child recognize and respond to the movement of God in their lives.
Through this process a Holy Listener supports children as God helps them build a
meaningful life out of their own experiences. Each session last between 30 and 45
minutes, depending on the age of the child and the circumstances they face. The child, the
parent/guardian and the Holy Listener will determine how often they meet.
Although confidentially and safety are of the utmost importance, Holy Listening is not
counseling, psychotherapy or a “fix it” methodology. However, if abuse is suspected
or the child is a danger to himself or others, the Holy Listener will notify the authorities
as required by law.
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Holy Listening
a ministry where children are
heard and supported as they seek
to make meaning of the
experiences of their lives

Permission to Disclose Ministry Relationship
The ministry provided by Holy Listening is spiritual in nature, not psychological or
medical. There may be times when a child’s medical or psychological provider requests
notification that we are ministering to a child. Please use this form to notify providers of
our ministry with your child.
Since we do not provide any treatment of any kind we will keep the content of our
session with the child confidential in keeping with our promise to the child at the time our
ministry with them began.
Name of Child: __________________________________________________________
Child’s Address: _________________________________________________________
Child’s Birthdate: ______________________________
Name of Parent/ Guardian: ________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________
Date the child began receiving the ministry of Holy Listening ___________________.
Physician/Psychological Provider: __________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________ Email: _______________________________
I give permission for Holy Listening to release this information about my child to the
above named provider.
______________________
Print Name

_________________________ _________________
Sign Name

Date
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Holy Listening
a ministry where children are
heard and supported as they seek
to make meaning of the
experiences of their lives

Information
Name of Child: __________________________________________________________
Child’s Address: _________________________________________________________
Child’s Birthday: ____________________________
Name of Parent/Guardian: _________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________
Primary Phone: __________________________ 2nd Phone: ______________________
Parent/Guardian Email Address: ____________________________________________
Describe the child’s living situation. (Household members, etc.)
Faith community affiliation (if any): __________________________________________
What challenges (life, school, home situation) is your child facing?
Have you read and understood the ministry as described in our brochure? (Circle one)
YES or NO
Do you understand that by signing this form you agree that the content of the session will
be kept confidential (including not revealing content to the parent or guardian), excepting
only that information which must be reported by law?

(Circle one) YES or NO

By signing below I give permission for a Holy Listening provider to meet with my child.
I affirm that I have read the informational brochure and understand that the ministry
provided is spiritual and not psychological in nature.

(Print Name)

(Sign Name)

(Date)
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Spiritual Direction with Children: Meaning and Method
Video Verbatim

Typically a verbatim is a script of a spiritual direction session. For direction with children
video verbatims are more helpful than written verbatims as words may not be as plentiful
as body movements and facial expressions. Guidelines and suggestions for video
verbatims:
•

Obtain permission from the child and their parents before videoing the
session. See the Video Permission Form. Explain that only Spiritual
Direction with Children students and instructors will view the video and
that the video will be destroyed after viewing.

•

You can use the camera on your phone. It also may be helpful to purchase
an inexpensive tripod adaptor for your phone.

•

Try a practice session before the “real” one. Make sure faces and bodies
are visible and voices can be heard.

•

Each Video Verbatim should contain the 20-30-minute Spiritual Direction
with Children session and a 5-10 minute personal reflection following the
session. See reflection prompts under Video Verbatim Option One.

Video Verbatim Option One:
Video your 30 minute session from start to finish. Try to forget the presence of the
camera. Then view your video verbatim as soon as possible after the session.
Take a few minutes before viewing to pause, center your mind, heart and body on
the presence of God within you. Give thanks for the session, and the sacred stories that
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were shared during it. Hold the child in your mind and give thanks for that child’s life.
While viewing notice and reflect upon the following elements:
•

Known facts- what are the facts about the child? Age, gender, race, family
life, circumstances? What are the facts about the physical location, items
used, peripheral distractions? What is the background to your relationship?

•

Observations- what do you observe? Body language, feelings, thoughts,
both yours and the child’s?

•

Reflections- reflect on any experiences you have had that are similar to the
child’s circumstances or experiences. What are the similarities and
differences? How does this help you empathize with the child? How do
the similarities or differences make it likely that you will either become
emotionally enmeshed or emotionally disengaged with the child? How do
the experiences make it likely that you will become helpless because of
feeling overpowered? How do the experiences make it likely that you will
offer solutions because you need to be in control? What image or picture
comes to mind when you reflect on the session?

•

Questions- what questions come to mind? For example: “How could I
have helped the child recognize and stay with the presence of God in their
lives?” Or “How do I help a child with disabilities respond to God?”

•

All Hearts Clear? Is there anything else about this session that is on your
heart? What part of this conversation do you feel needs to be discussed
with another?

Record your reflections in a 5-10-minute video.
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Video Verbatim Option Two: * Only to be used if Option One is not a Possibility
In this circumstance the parent or guardian or even the child does not want to be filmed.
Immediately after the session write out Known Facts and Observations. This is less about
remembering every detail and more about reflecting on your experience. Then write out
or record your Observations, Reflections, Questions and All Hearts Clear.
•

Known facts- what are the facts about the child? Age, gender, race, family
life, circumstances? What are the facts about the physical location, items
used, peripheral distractions? What is the background to your relationship?

•

Observations- what do you observe? Body language, feelings, thoughts,
both yours and the child’s?

•

Reflections- reflect on any experiences you have had that are similar to the
child’s circumstances or experiences. What are the similarities and
differences? How does this help you empathize with the child? How do
the similarities or differences make it likely that you will either become
emotionally enmeshed or emotionally disengaged with the child? How do
the experiences make it likely that you will become helpless because of
feeling overpowered? How do the experiences make it likely that you will
offer solutions because you need to be in control? What image or picture
comes to mind when you reflect on the session?

•

Questions- what questions come to mind? For example: “How could I
have helped the child recognize and stay with the presence of God in their
lives?” Or “How do I help a child with disabilities respond to God?”
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•

All Hearts Clear? Is there anything else about this session that is on your
heart? What part of this conversation do you feel needs to be discussed
with another?

Record your reflections in a 10-minute video or write them in the style of a reflective
journal entry.
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Video Permission Form

For good and valuable consideration, the receipt of which is herby acknowledged, I
hereby consent to the videoing of my child, ________________________, the recording
of my child’s voice and person and the use of these videos and/or recordings for learning
purposes only.
I release these videos to be viewed by Spiritual Direction with Children students and
instructors. They will only be discussed and viewed inside of this context. The videos
will be destroyed at the end of the learning session.
I, _____________________________, am the parent/ legal guardian of the individual
named above, I have read this permission form and approve of its terms.

Print Name: ______________________________________
Signature: _______________________________________
Date: ___________________________________________
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Written Verbatim Permission Form
For good and valuable consideration, the receipt of which is herby acknowledged, I herby
consent to a written transcript of my child, ________________________, the transcript
of my child’s session with a spiritual director and the use of these transcripts for learning
purposes only.

I release these transcripts to be viewed by Spiritual Direction with Children students and
instructors. They will only be discussed and viewed inside of this context. The transcripts
will be destroyed at the end of the learning session.
I, __________________________, am the parent/legal guardian of the individual named
above, I have read this permission form and approve of its terms.

Print Name: __________________________________
Signature: ___________________________________
Date: _______________________________________
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Spiritual Direction with Children: Meaning and Method
Final Paper

In a 2000-word essay, describe spiritual formation with children and how spiritual
direction with children supports a child’s life with God. Plus a 1000-word practical essay
outlining and describing your vision, metaphor and implementation of spiritual direction
with children, and what you learned from your experiences contemplatively listening to
children, in direction with children and from your Video Verbatims.
o Use MS Word
o Title of file: "lastname_sdwcFinalpaper.doc"
§

Example: Smith_sdwcFinalpaper.doc

o Title page with the following information:
§

Student Name, Course, Instructor,

§

Doubled spaced,

§

12-point font, 1-inch margins,

§

"Times New Roman" font style

§

Follow Kate L. Turabian guidelines

o Due the last day of class.
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